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Subtilases are members of the family of subtilisin-like serine
proteases. Presently, > 50 subtilases are known, > 40 of
which with their complete amino acid sequences. We have
compared these sequences and the available three-dimensional
structures (subtilisin BPN', subtilisin Carlsberg, thermitase
and proteinase K). The mature enzymes contain up to 1775
residues, with N-terminal catalytic domains ranging from 268
to 511 residues, and signal and/or activation-peptides ranging
from 27 to 280 residues. Several members contain C-terminal
extensions, relative to the subtilisins, which display additional
properties such as sequence repeats, processing sites and
membrane anchor segments. Multiple sequence alignment of
the N-terminal catalytic domains allows the definition of two
main classes of subtilases. A structurally conserved
framework of 191 core residues has been defined from a
comparison of the four known three-dimensional structures.
Eighteen of these core residues are highly conserved, nine of
which are glycines. While the a-helix and β-sheet secondary
structure elements show considerable sequence homology, this
IS less so for peptide loops that connect the core secondary
structure elements. These loops can vary in length by > 150
residues. While the core three-dimensional structure is
conserved, insertions and deletions are preferentially confmed
to surface loops. From the known three-dimensional
structures various predictions are made for the other
subtilases concerning essential conserved residues, allowable
amino acid substitutions, disulphide bonds, Ca2+ -binding
sites, substrate-binding site residues, ionic and aromatic
interactions, proteolytically susceptible surface loops, etc.
These predictions form a basis for protein engineering of
members of the subtilase family, for which no three-
dimensional structure is known.
Key words: homology modelling/sequence alignment/serine
proteinase/subtilase/subtilisin family
Introduction
The most extensive 'engineering' of proteins has occurred during
the process of natural selection in the evolution of living
organisms. Therefore, it seems appropriate to learn from nature
and establish rules by the careful comparison of divergently
evolved families of protein structures, This can be achieved
through the multiple alignment of amino acid sequences to identitY
conserved residues, followed by superposition of known three-
dimensional structures of family members to identitY conserved
conformations or motifs (Sutcliffe et aI., 1987a). Indeed, the
comparison of three-dimensional structures and subsequent
homology (or knowledge-based) modelling of different families
of proteolytic enzymes, e.g. neutral proteases (Eijsink et aI.,
1990; Signor et aI., 1990), aspartic proteases (Abad-Zapatero
et aI., 1990; Blundell et aI., 1990; Weber, 1990), cysteine
proteases (Bazan and Fletterick, 1988; Gorbalenya et aI., 1989)
and trypsin-like serine proteases (Greer, 1981, 1990), has
demonstrated that functionally significant regions of related
proteins can be modelled with high accuracy.
Serine proteinases (EC 3.4.21. -) are of extremely widespread
occurrence and diverse function. Although many distinct families
of serine proteases seem to exist, the two best-studied ones are
the (chymo)trypsin and subtilisin (EC 3.4.21.14) families. As
shown below, these two families are often incorrectly refered
to as the mammalian and microbial serine proteinases, or the
eukaryotic and prokaryotic serine proteinases. These families are
distinguished by a highly similar arrangement of catalytic His,
Asp and Ser residues in radically different β/β (trypsin) and am
(subtilisin) protein scaffolds. The well-known (chymo)trypsin
family has numerous members (e.g. chymotrypsin, trypsin,
elastase, plasmin, thrombin, kallikrein, factor IX, tPA), which
are found in procaryotic and eucaryotic micro-organisms,
invertebrates and vertebrates (Rogers, 1985; Irwin et al., 1988;
Greer, 1990). They exhibit widely varying degrees of sequence
similarity, but display a high level of tertiary structure
conservation of the catalytic domain (Greer, 1990).
Until recently, far fewer members of the subtilisin-like family
were known and previously they appeared to be limited to micro-
organisms. Only the three-dimensional structures of subtilisin
BPN' /Novo from Bacillus amyloliquefaciens (Hirono et aI.,
1984; McPhalen et aI., 1985; McPhalen and James, 1988; Bott
et al., 1988), subtilisin Carlsberg from B.licheniformis (Bode
et aI., 1986, 1987; McPhalen and James, 1988), thermitase from
Thermoactinomyces vulgaris (Gros et aI., 1989a,b, 1991;
Teplyakov et al., 1990) and proteinase K from Tritirachium
album (Betzel et al., 1988b,c), each consisting of ~275-280
residues, have been reported. The coordinates of an alkaline
protease with extremely high pH optimum from Bacillus
alcalophilus will soon be available (Sobek et aI., 1990). Their
secondary structure elements and overall folding are very similar
despite considerable differences in amino acid sequence.
Subtilisins have considerable industrial importance as a protein-
degrading component of washing powders; they have been
extensively studied and engineered in the past decade to provide
insight into both their stability and the mechanism and specificity
of enzyme catalysis (reviewed by Wells and Estell, 1988).
In the past few years many new subtilisin-like serine proteinases
have been found in archaea, bacteria, fungi, yeasts and even in
higher eukaryotes (Table I). In this article we compare the amino
acid sequences of all known subtilisin-like enzymes, which we
pr.opose to call 'subtilases'. From this multiple sequence
alignment and the four known three-dimensional structures we
have attempted to identitY the essential framework or core
structure of the catalytic domain of all subtilases, together with
the variations that are allowed in the main-chain length and in
the character of side chains. This information allows us to develop
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Table I. continued
References to amino acid sequences (GenBank TM/EMBL Data Bank accession numbers are shown in brackets):
ARBI72 Kamekura,M. and Seno,Y. (1990) Biochem. Cell Bioi., 68, 352-359 (amino acid sequencing of mature protease residues 1-35; residue 19 not
determined).
BSS168 Stahl,M.L. and Ferrari,E. (1984) J. Bacterial., 158,411-418 (KOI988). Yoshimoto,T., Oyama,H., Honda,T., Tone,H., Takeshita,T.,
Kamiyama,T. and Tsuru,D. (1988) J. Biochem., 103, 1060-1065 (the mature subtilisin from B.subtilis var. amylosacchariticus differs in having
T130S and T162S). Svendsen,I., Genov,N. and Idakieva,K. (1986) FEBS Lett., 196,228-232 (PIR A23624; amino acid sequencing; the mature
alkaline mesentericopeptidase from B.mesentericus differs in having S85A, A88S, S89A, SI83A and N259S).
BASBPN Wells,J.A., Ferrari,E., Henner,D.J., Estell,D.A. and Chen,E.Y. (1983) Nucl. Acids Res., II, 7911-7925 (XOOI65). Vasantha,N.,
Thompson,L.D., Rhodes,C., Banner,C., Nagle,J. and Filpula,D. (1984) J. Bacteriof, 159, 811-819 (K02496).
BSSDY Nedkov,P., Oberthur,W. and Braunitzer,G. (1983) Hoppe-Seyler's Z. Physiol. Chem., 364,1537-1540 (PIR A00969; amino acid sequencing).
BLSCAR Jacobs,M., Eliasson,M., Uhlen,M. and Flock,J.-I. (1985) Nucleic Acids Res., 13,8913-8926 (X03341). Smith,E.L., Delange,R.J.,
Evans,W.H., Landon,M. and Markland,F.S. (1968) J. Bioi. Chem., 243, 2184-2191 (PIR A00968; amino acid sequencing; mature protease
sequence differs in having T103S, P129A, S158N, NI61S and S212N).
BLS147 Hastrup,S., Branner,S., Norris,F., Petersen,S.B., Norskov-Lauridsen,L., Jensen,V.J. and Aaslyng,D. (1989) PCT Patent Appl. WO 8906279.
Pub. July 13 1989. Appl. DK 89ססoo2 filed Jan. 6, 1989 (Esperase™). Takami,H., Akiba,T. and Hoikoshi,K. (1990) Appl. Microbial.
Biotechnol., 33, 519-523 (amino acid sequencing of mature alkaline protease residues 1-20 from Bacillus sp. no. AH-IOI; this sequence differs
from BLSI47 in having NilS).
BABP92 van der Laan,J.C., Gerritse,G., Mulleners,L.J.S.M., van der Hoek,R.A.C. and Quax,W.J. (1991) Appl. Environ. Microbial., 57, 901-909.
(MaxacalTM). Hastrup,S., Branner,S., Norris,F., Petersen,S.B., Norskov-Lauridsen,L., Jensen,V.J. and Aaslyng,D. (1989) PCT Patent Appl.
WO 8906279. Pub. 13 Jul 1989. Appl. OK 8900002 filed Jan. 6, 1989 (subtilisin 309, Savinase™, from B.lentus differs only in having N87S).
Godette,D., Paech,C., Yang,S., Mielenz,J., Bystroff,C., Wilke,M. and Fletterick,R. (1991) Abstracts 5th Protein Society Symposium, June
22-26, Baltimore; abstract M8 (a high-alkaline protease from B.lentus differs in having N87S, S99D, SIOIR, SI03A, VI041 and GI59S).
BDSM48 Rettenmaier,H., Kreimeyer,A., Perner,J. and Diessel,P. (1990) PCT Patent Appl. WO 90/04022. Publ. April 19, 1990. Appl. DE P3834550.1
filed Oct. II, 1988.
BYSYAB Kaneko,R., Koyama,N., Tsai,Y-C., Juang,R.-Y., Yoda,K. and Yamasaki,M. (1989) J. Bacteriof., 171,5232-5236 (M28537).
BSEPR Sloma,A., Ally,A., Ally,D. and Pero,J. (1988) J. Bacterial., 170,5557-5563 (M22407). Bruckner,R., Shoseyov,O. and Doi,R.H. (1990) Mol.
Gen. Genet., 221, 486-490 (X53307).
BSBPF Sloma,A., Rufo,G.A.,Jr, Rudolph,C.F., Sullivan,B.J., Theriault,K.A. and Pero,J. (1990) J. Bacterial., 172, 1470-1477 (M29035; corrected).
Wu,X.-C., Nathoo,S., Pang,A.S.-H., Carne,T. and Wong,S.-L. (1990) J. Bioi. Chem., 265, 6845-6850 (J05400; this sequence differs in
having A 169V and 586 less C-terminal residues due to a frameshift).
BSISPI Koide,Y., Nakamura,A., Uozumi,T. and Beppu,T. (1986) J. Bacterial., 167, 110-116 (M13760).
BSIA50 Strongin,A.Ya., Izotova,L.S., Abramov,Z.T., Gorodetsky,D.I., Ermakova,L.M., Baratova,L.A., Belyanova,L.P. and Stepanov,V.M. (1978) J.
Bacterial., 133, 1401-14/1 (amino acid sequencing of mature protease residues I-54; residues 3,39,40,45,46,49 and 50 not determined).
BTFINI Chestukhina,G., Zagnitko,O.P., Revina,L.P., Klepikova,S. and Stepanov,V.M. (1985) Biokhimiya, 50, 1724-1730 (amino acid sequencing of
mature protease residues 1-14 from B.thuringiensis variety israelensis, and residues 1-16 and 223-243 from variety finitimus). Kunitate,A.,
Okamoto,M. and Ohmori,1. (1989) Agric. Bioi. Chem., 53, 3251-3256 (amino acid sequencing of mature protease residues 6-20 from variety
kurstaki, BTKURS).
BCESPR Chestukhina,G.G., Zagnitko,O.P., Revina,L.P., Klepikova,S. and Stepanov ,V .M. (1985) Biokhimiya, 50, 1724-1730 (amino acid sequencing of
mature residues I - 16 and 223 - 243).
NOAPII Tsujibo,H., Miyamoto,K., Hasegawa,T. and Inamori,Y. (1990) Agric. Bioi. Chem., 54, 2177-2179 (amino acid sequencing of mature residues
1-26).
TVTHER Meloun,B., Baudys,M., Kostka,V., Hausdorf,G., Frommel,C. and Hohne,W.E. (1985) FEBS Lett., 183, 195-200 (PIR A00973; amino acid
sequencing of mature protease residues 1-279).
EFCYLA Segarra,R.A., Booth,M.C., Morales,D.A., Huycke,M.M. and Gilmore,M.S. (1991) Inject. Immun., 59, 1239-1246.
SEEPIP Schnell,N., Engelke,G., Augustin,J., Rosenstein,R., Götz,F. and Entian,K.-D. (1991), personal communication.
SPSCPA Chen,C.C. and Cleary,P.P. (1990) J. Bioi. Chem., 265, 3161-3167 (J05229).
ONEBPR Kortt,A.A., Lilley,G.G. and Stewart,O.T. (1991) Abstracts 5th Protein Society Symposium, June 22-26, Baltimore, abstract S76.
LLSKII Vos,P., Simons,G., Siezen,R.J. and De Vos,W.M. (1989) J. Bioi. Chem., 264, 13579-13585 (J04962). Kok,J., Leenhouts,K.J.,
Haandrikman,A.J., Ledeboer,A.T. and Venema,G. (1988) Appl. Environ. Microbial., 54, 231-238 (M24767; the sequence from strain Wg2
differs in 44 positions, including 18 differences in the protease domain, and a deletion of residues 1617-1676). Kiwaki,M., Ikemura,H.,
Shimizu-Kadota,M. and Hirashima,A. (1989) Mol. Microbial., 3, 359-369 (XI4130; the sequence from strain NCD0763 differs in 46 positions,
including 22 in the protease domain, and a deletion of residues 1617-1676).
XCEXPR Liu,Y.-N., Tang,J.-L., Clarke,B.R., Dow,J.M. and Daniels,M.J. (1990) Mol. Gen. Genet., 220,433-440.
SMEXSP Yanagida,N., Uozumi,T. and Beppu,T. (1986) J. Bacteriof., 166, 937 -994 (MI3469).
TAAQUA Terada,I., Kwon,S.-T., Miyata,Y., Matsuzawa,H. and Ohta,T. (1990) J. Bioi. Chem., 265, 6576-6581 (J05414).
TRT41A McHale,R.H., Luthi,E., Saul,O.J., Ashby,M., Whitfield,J., Bergquist,P.L. and Clarke,N.H. (1990) Abstracts 5th Eur. Congr. Biotechn.
Christiansen,C., Munck,L. and Villadsen,J. (eds), Munksgaard Int. Publishers, Copenhagen.
VAPROA Deane,S.M., Robb,F.T., Robb,S.M. and Woods,D.R. (1989) Gene, 76, 281-288 (M25499).
SRESPO Lavrenova,G.I., Gul'nik,S.V., Kalugar,S.V., Borovikova,V.P., Revina,L.P. and Stepanov,V.M. (1984) Biochemistry USSR, 49, 447-454
(amino acid sequencing of residues 1-23; residues 13, 18 and 19 not determined).
AVPRCA Maldener,I., Lockau,W., Cai,Y. and Wolk,C.P. (1991) Mol. Gen. Genet., 225, 113-120 (the published sequence has 28 uncertain residues near
position 200 - 210 due to a frameshift reading error).
TAPROK Gunkel,F.A. and Gassen,H.G. (1989) Eur. J. Biochem., 179,185-194 (XI4688/XI4689). Jany,K.D., Lederer,G. and Mayer,B. (1986) Bioi.
Chem. Hoppe-Seyler, 367, 87 (PIR A2454 I ; amino acid sequencing; mature protease differs in having S74SG, SILST204-208DSL and
VNLL264-267FNL).
TAPROR Samal,B.B., Karan,B., Boone,T.C., Osslund,T.D., Chen,K.K. and Stabinsky,Y. (1990) Mol. Microbial., 4,1789-1792 (X56116).
TAPROT Samal,B.B., Karan,B., Boone,T.C., Chen,K.K., Rohde,M.F. and Stabinsky,Y. (1989) Gene, 85, 329-333.
AOALPR Tatsumi,A., Ogawa,Y., Murakami,S., Ishida,Y., Murakami,K., Masaki,A., Kawabe,H., Arimura,H., Nakano,E. and Motai,H. (1989) Mol. Gen.
Genet., 219, 33-38. Cheevadhanarah,S., Saunders,G., Renno,D.V., Holt,G. and Flegel,T. (1991) EMBL Data Library (X54726).
MPTHMY Gaucher,G.M. and Stevenson,K.J. (1976) Methods Enzymol., 45, 415 -433 (amino acid sequencing of residues I - 28, and hexapeptide LSGTSM
with active site serine). -
ACALPR Isogai, T., Fukugawa,M., Kojo,H., Kohsaka,M., Aoki ,H. and Imanaka,H. (1991) Agric. Bioi. Chem., 55, 471-477. Stepanov, V.M.,
Rudenskaya,G.N., Vasil'eva,L.I., Krest'anova,I.N., Khodova,O.M. and Bartoshevitch,Y.E. (1986) Int. J. Biochem., 18,369-375 (amino acid
sequencing of residues 1-27; the mature protease differs in having HI3[I]Q, R13[2]N and S13[6]A).
KLKEX1 Tanguy-Rougeau,C., Wesolowski-Louvel,M. and Fukuhara,H. (1988) FEBS Lett., 234, 464-470 (X07038).




SCPRBI Moehle.C.M., Tizard,R., Lemmon,S.K., Smart,J. and Jones,E.W. (1987) Mol. Cell. Bioi., 7, 4390-4399 (MI8097).
YLXPR2 Davidow,L.S., O'Donnell,M.M., Kaczmarek,F.S., Pereira,D.A., DeZeeuw,J.R. and Franke,A.E. (1987) J. Bacteriol., 169,4621-4629
(M17741). Matoba,S., Fukayama,J., Wing,R.A. and Ogrydziak,D.M. (1988) Mol. Cell. Bioi., 8,4904-4916 (M23353).
CEBLI4 Peters,K. and Rose,A. (1991) The Worm Breeder's Gazette, 11,28.
DMFURI Roebroek,A.J.M., Pauli,I.G.L., Zhang,Y. and van de Ven,W.J.M. (1991) FEBS Lett., in press (X59384).
DMFUR2 Roebroek,A.J.M. et aI., in preparation.
CMCUCU Kaneda.M., Ohmine,H., Yonezawa,H. and Tominaga,N. (1984) J. Biochem., 95, 825 -829 (amino acid sequencing of octapeptide NIISGTSM
with active site serine). -
HSFURI van den Ouweland,A.M.W., van Duijnhoven,H.L.P., Keizer,G.D., Dorssers,C.J. and van de Ven,W.J.M. (1990) Nucl. Acids Res., 18, 664
(X04329). van de Ven,W.J.M., personal communication (the sequence of mouse furin differs in 51 positions. including five in the catalytic
domain: AI5E, Y2IF, S223F, A232V and N258[2]D). Misumi,Y., Sohda,M. and Ikehara,Y. (1990) Nucl. Acids Res., 18,6719 (X55660; the
sequence of rat turin differs in 49 positions, including three in the catalytic domain: A 15E, Y21 F, H24R).
HSIPC2 Smeekens,S.P. and Steiner,D.F. (1990) J. Bioi. Chem., 265, 2997-3000 (J05252). Seidah,N.G., Gaspar,L., Mion,P., Marcinkiewicz,M.,
Mbikay,M. and Chretien,M. (1990) DNA Cell Bioi., 9, 415-424 (the sequence of mouse pituitary PC2 protease differs in 23 positions,
including seven in the protease domain; 19F, S42[2]Y, E45D, N76S, D133E, V134L, and G239[I]D).
MMPPC3 Smeekens,S.P., Avruch,A.S., LaMendola,J., Chan,S.J. and Steiner,D.F. (1991) Proc. Natl Acad. Sci. USA, 88, 340-344 (M58507).
Seidah,N.G., Gaspar,L., Mion,P., Marcinkiewicz,M., Mbikay,M. and Chretien,M. (1900) DNA Cell BioI., 9, 415-424 (M55668/M55669;
partial sequence).
HSTPP Tomkinson,B. and Jonsson,A.-K. (1991) Biochemistry, 30, 168-174 (J05299).
protein-engineering strategies for each of the subtilases, aimed
at modulating either stability, catalytic activity or substrate
specificity.
Materials and methods
Comparison of atomic models
Atomic coordinates were obtained from the Brookhaven Protein
Data Base for subtilisin BPN' (PDB code 2SNI; McPhalen and
James, 1988), subtilisin Carlsberg (1CSE; Bode et aI., 1987),
thermitase (I TEC; Gros et al., 1989) and proteinase K (2PRK;
Betzel et al., 1988a,b,c). Pairwise superposition of atomic
coordinate models (Cα atoms only) was performed using the
method of Kabsch (1976). Secondary structure elements and
residue accessibility in the atomic models were analysed with
the DSSP program (Kabsch and Sander, 1983).
Database search
In addition to literature searches, the EMBL (release 26.0), Swiss-
Prot (release 17.0) and NBRF/PIR (release 27.0) databases were
searched using the program FAST A (Pearson and Lipman, 1988)
through the facilities of the CAOS/CAMM Center, Nijmegen,
The Netherlands. Consensus sequence segments around the active
site residues H64 and S221 were used for this purpose (see Figure
3).
Amino acid sequence alignment
Multiple sequence alignment was initially performed using the
CLUSTAL program (Higgins and Sharp, 1988). Next, alignment
improvements were made using the SALE program (J .Leunissen,
unpublished results), taking into account the known alignment
from superposition of three-dimensional structures (see Figure
2). The amino acid numbering used throughout this paper
corresponds to that of mature subtilisin BPN', our reference
sequence. Residues in inserts relative to this reference sequence
are numbered in square brackets; for instance, residues inserted
between positions 12 and 13 are numbered 12[+ I], 12[+2], etc.
Construction of phylogenetic trees
Distance matrices for all sequences were constructed using the
minimum mutation distances (Fitch and Margoliash, 1967). Only
residues of the catalytic domain (see Figure 3) were used in the
calculations. Phylogenetic trees were constructed using the
program FITCH (Felsenstein, 1990), according to the method
of Fitch and Margoliash (1967), modified to disallow negative
branch lengths (Prager and Wilson, 1978). The program employs
local and global branch swapping to find the minimum length
tree. It was run several times, using different (random) input
orders, to overcome any dependency on the input order of the
minimum tree found. All runs found the same minimum-length
tree. The programs KITSCH (Felsenstein, 1990), UPGMA
(Sneath and Sokal, 1973; J.Miller, personal communication) and
NJTREE (Saitou and Nei, 1987; J.Miller, personal
communication) all produced trees which reflected the general
topology as calculated from FITCH, with only minor differences
in the branching pattern. The tree was rerooted prior to printing
with TREEMOVE (J,Leunissen, modified after DNAMOVE,
Felsenstein, 1990) and was printed using DRA WGRAM
(Felsenstein, 1990),
Results
Comparison of known three-dimensional structures
The Cα atoms of subtilisin BPN', subtilisin Carlsberg, thermitase
and proteinase K were superimposed to obtain a maximal overlap
of the backbone structures (Figure lA), Large parts of all four
structures overlap very well, The results of detailed pairwise
superpositions are summarized in Figure 2, in which the sequence
alignment shown corresponds to structural equivalence of the Cα
atoms, Topologically equivalent residues which have Cα-atom
distances of < 1.7 A are defined as the core or 'structurally
conserved regions', abbreviated SCRs (Greer, 1990).
In the comparison of all four structures together we can identify
194 structurally equivalent core residues in this way, assuming
a minimum of three consecutive core residues (black bars in
Figure 2). External helices, such as hD, hE, hG and the end of
hF, which are slightly shifted or rotated relative to each other
such that not all Cα atoms are within 1.7 A, are also included
in the core, since the helices are clearly structurally equivalent
(Figure IB). Table II shows the root-mean-square deviation
values for the pairwise superposition of these 194 Cα atoms,
together with the percentage amino acid sequence identity of the
corresponding residues. A clear correlation is seen between these
two parameters, which indicates that higher sequence identity
corresponds to a closer overlap of main-chain atoms in the core
(Chothia and Lesk, 1986).
When only the subtilisin BPN', subtilisin Carlsberg and
thermitase structures are superimposed the number of structurally
equivalent Cα atoms increases to 232 (or ~ 85 % of all Cα
atoms), which we refer to as the 'extended core' (black and white
bars in Figure 2). This distinction between core and extended
core SCRs is of relevance for homology modelling, since the
722
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Fig. 1. Stereo diagram of the superposition of the Cα-atom backbones of subtilisin BPN', subtilisin Carlsberg, thermitase and proteinase K. Only the sidc
chains of catalytic triad residues Asp32, His64 and Ser221 are shown. (A) Complete backbones, and (B) core of 194 residues defined as the structurally
conserved regions (SCRs).
family of subtilases can be subdivided into two main classes, I
and II, as discussed below,
The common secondary structure elements in all four enzymes
are also shown in Figure 2, We see that the core contains virtually
all of the common α-helix and β-strand elements, including the
active site residues D32, H64 and S221 which are located at the
ends of β-strand e1 and the helices hC and hF respectively,
Highly detailed comparisons of pairs of three-dimensional
structures have been presented recently: subtilisins BPN' and
Carlsberg (Bode et al., 1987; Me Phalen and James, 1988),
subtilisin BPN' and thermitase (Teplyakov et al., 1990), subtilisin
Carlsberg and thermitase (Frommel and Sander, 1989) and
thermitase and proteinase K (Betzel et al., 1990),
The connections between core segments can differ considerably
between members of the family, both in length and in amino acid
sequence, We refer to these connections as 'variable regions'
or VRs, The VRs nearly always correspond to connecting loops
between helices and β-strands and generally lie on the external
surface of the protein, The structural non-equivalence of these
loops may result from amino acid additions or deletions, or they
may result from loop flexibility or thermal motion (Gros et al, ,
1990),
We assume that the structurally conserved core as defined
above will usually be conserved in other homologous members
of the subtilase family, as has been observed in other protein
families (Chothia and Lesk, 1986). This structural framework
can then be used for homology modelling of subtilases of known
primary structure but unknown three-dimensional structure.
Identification of subtilase family members
An extensive search of scientific and patent literature and
databases was performed to identify new subtilisin-like serine
proteases, and the main results are summarized in Table I.
Additional variants are described in the footnotes to the table,
At present, >40 complete amino acid sequences of subtilisin-
like proteinases (=endopeptidases) are known, and most are
derived from the corresponding gene or eDNA sequences. Most
recently, a human tripeptidyl peptidase was identified as a
member of the subtilase family (Tomkinson and Jonsson, 1991).
In addition, > IO other subtilases, for which only the N-terminal
sequences are available, have been identified. The inclusion of
the plant enzyme cucumisin is tentative, since only the sequence
of an octapeptide with the putative active site serine is known.
Nearly all of the subtilases are synthesized as pre-pro-enzymes,
subsequently translocated over a membrane, and finally activated
by cleavage of the pro-segment. The known pre-pro-segments
range from 27 to 280 residues. A detailed comparison of the pre-
pro-sequences and the putative processing sites of these subtilases
is in preparation (R.J. Siezen, unpublished results).
Table 1 shows that the (putative) mature enzymes range in size
from 268 to 1775 residues. The catalytic domain or module is
defined as the segment with sequence homology to subtilisins;
it is always located at the N-terminal end, and ranges in size from
268 to 511 residues. The function of C-terminal extensions located
after the catalytic domain is generally not clear; some may contain
structurally distinct domains with other functions. In one instance
(LLSK11), several residues located far from the homologous
catalytic domain were also found to affect catalytic activity (Vos
et al., 1991). Occasionally the C-terminal extension contains
sequence repeats, and in several cases a membrane anchor
sequence can be identified at the extreme C-terminus (Mizuno
et al., 1988; Vos et al., 1989; Chen and Cleary, 1990; van de
Ven et al., 1990). In other cases, C-terminal processing occurs
and may be required for activation or transport across a second
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10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80
| | | | I I I I
BASBPN AQSV----PYGVSQIK------APALHSQGYTGSNVKVAVIDSGIDSSHPDL--KVAGGASMVPSETNPFQDNNSHGTHVAGTVAALN-NSIGVLGVAPS 87
• I. | | | I •• | | | I ••••••• | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | 1.1 | | | | I. • | | | I. | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | |
• 1'1 | | I" | | | I······· | | | | | | | | | | | | | | 1 | | | | | | | | 1'1 I | | | I' • | | | I' | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | |
BLSCAR AQTV----PYGIPLIK------ADKVQAQGFKGANVKVAVLDTGIQASHPDL--NVVGGASFVAGE-AYNTDGNGHGTHVAGTVAALD-NTTGVLGVAPS 86
• | | I. | I. I. I ••••• I. | I. | | | | | | | | | I. | | | | •• | | | | | I. | | | | | | | | | | | | | | I •• | | | | | | | I ••
• | | 1'1 I' 1'1" ••• 1'1 1'1 | | | | | | | | 1'1 | | | •• | | | | | I' | | | | | | | | | | | | | | I' • | | | | | | | I"
TVTHER YTPNDPYFSSRQYGPQKIQ------APQAW-DIAEGSGAKIAIVDTGVQSNHPDLAGKVVGGWDFVDNDSTP-QNGNGHGTHCAGIAAAVTNNSTGIAGTAPK 95
• | | | | | | | • | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | I. I. I.. •• | • I. | | | | | | | | | | | | | • | I ••
• | 1 | | | | | • | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | 1'1' I" •• | • 1'1 | | | | | | | | | | | | • | I"
TAPROK AAQTNA-----PWGLARISSTSPGTSTYYYDES-AGQGSCVYVIDTGIEASHPEFEGRAQMVKTY-YYSS---RDGNGHGTHCAGTVGSRT------YGVAKK 87
•• | I. | I. | | I. I. | | | | | | | I ••••• I. ••• I.. • •• | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | |
•• | 1'1 I' | | 1'1' | | | | | | | I····· I' ••• I" ••• | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | |
BLSCAR AQTV----PYGIPLIK------ADKVQAQGFKGANVKVAVLDTGIQASHPDL--NVVGGASFVAGEA-YNTDGNGHGTHVAGTVAALD-NTTGVLGVAPS 86
* *hhhhhh hhhhh tt eeeeee tt tt eeeeee ssshhhhhhhhhh ssss sstt
hA hB t1 e1 t2 t3 e2 sl hC s2 s3t4
90 100 110 120 130 140 150 160 170 180
I I I I I | I I I |
BASBPN ASLYAVKVLGADGSGQYSWIINGIEWAIAN-------NMDVINMSLGGPSGSAALKAAVDKAVASGVVVVAAAGNEGTSGSSSTVGYPGKYPSVIAVGAVDSS 183
| | | | | | | | | | | | I. I •• | | | | | | | | | | | | | • | | | | | | | | | | | I ••••• | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | •• | | | | | | | | I. | | | | | | | | | | |
| | | | | | | | | | | | 1'1" | | | | | | | | | | | | | • | | | | | | | | | | | I····· | | | | | 1 | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | •• | | | | | | | | 1'1 | | | | | | | | | |
BLSCAR VSLYAVKVLNSSGSGTYSGIVSGIEWATTN-------GMDVINMSLGGPSGSTAMKQAVDNAYARGVVVVAAAGNSGSSGNTNTIGYPAKYDSVIAVGAVDSN 182
I ••• | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | I. I ••• | | | | | | | | | | | | | I. | | | | | | | | I. | I •• | | | | | | | | | | | | • | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | |
I'" | | | | I | | | | | | | 1 | | | | | | 1'1'" | | | | | | | | | | | | | 1° | | | | | | | | 1'1 I" | | | | | | | | | | | | • | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | |
TVTHER ASILAVRVLDNSGSGTWTAVANGITYAADQ-------GAKVISLSLGGTVGNSGLQQAVNYAWNKGSVVVAAAGNAGNT----APNYPAYYSNAIAVASTDQN 187
| | | | | | | | | | | | | : | :<===========> | | | | | | | | :: : <==========> :|||||||||||:: : | | : : | : : : | | | | | | | | :
TAPROK TQLFGVKVLDDNGSGQYSTIIAGMDFVASDKNNRNCPKGVVASLSLGGGYS-SSVNSAAARLQSSGVMVAVAAGNNNADARN---YSPASEPSVCTVGASDRY 186
| | | | | | | | | | | :'| : | :<===========> | | | | | | | | | | <==========>: | | | | | | | | | | | : | | : : |: :|||||||::
BLSCAR VSLYAVKVLNSSGSGTYSGIVSGIEWATTN-------GMDVINMSLGGPSGSTAMKQAVDNAYARGVVVVAAAGNSGSSGNTNTIGYPAKYDSVIAVGAVDSN 182
eeeeee tt hhhhhhhhhhhhht t eeeee hhhhhhhhhhhhtt eeeee ttt tt eeeeee tt
e3 t5 hD t6 e4 hE t7 e5 t8 t9 e6 t10
190 200 210 220 230 240 250 260 270
I | | I I I I I I
BASBPN NQRASFSSVGPELDVMAPGVSIQSTLPGNKYGAYNGTSMASPHVAGAAALILSKHPNWTNTQVRSSLENTTTKLG---DSFYYGKGLINVQAAAQ 275
• | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | 1 I. | I. | | | | I | I I I I I | I I I I I I I I I | I | I I I I I I | I I I I I I | I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I
• I I | I I I I I | I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I | 1'1 1'1 I I I I I I | I I I I I I I I I I I I I I | I I I I | I I I I I I I I I I I I | I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I
BLSCAR SNRASFSSVGAELEVMAPGAGVYSTYPTSTYATLNGTSMASPHVAGAAALILSKHPNLSASQVRNRLSSTATYLG---SSFYYGKGLINVEAAAQ 274
| | | I: | | | : II: I I | | I: I | I I I I I I | I I I I | I I | | I I I I I I | | I I :==> I : I :: I I:: I :::::: :: II: ::::::
TVTHER DNKSSFSTYGSWVDVAAPGSSIYSTYPTSTYASLSGTSMATPHVAGVAGLLASQ-GR-SASNIRAAIENTADKIS--GTGTYWAKGRVNAYKAVQY 279
: I | | | I I I I :: I I I I I I I | | I I I | | I | I I I | I I | I I I I I | I I I I | I | I 1==> <=========>: : : I I I I
TAPROK DRRSSFSNYGSVLDIFGPGTSILSTWIGGSTRSISGTSMATPHVAGLAAYLMTLGKT-TAASACRYIADTANKGDLSNIPFGTVNLLAYNNYQA 279
: : | I : I I I : : : I : : I I I I | I I I I I I I | I I I I I I | I I I I | I I I | | I | I I I | I I : | I <=========> : I : : : :
BLSCAR SNRASFSSVGAELEVMAPGAGVYSTYPTSTYATLNGTSMASPHVAGAAALILSKHPNLSASQVRNRLSSTATYLG---SSFYYGKGLINVEAAAQ 274
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Fig. 2. Alignment of topologically equivalent amino acid residues of subtilisin BPN' (BASBPN), subtilisin Carlsberg (BLSCAR), thermitase (TVTHER) and
proteinase K (TAPROK) deduced from the three-dimensional superposition. Residue numbering for each sequence is shown at the right, and for the reference
BASBPN sequence also along the top. *, Active site residues. Topologically equivalent residues are indicated as follows: (I ) Coo-atom distance <0.8 Å; (:)
Coo-atom distance between 0.8 Å and 1.7 Å; « = = » displaced helix for which most residues have distances of Coo-atoms of <0.8 Å, some> 1.7 Å. and
the rest between 0.8 and 1.7 Å. Filled bars indicate core segments (SCRs) with Coo-atom distances < 1.7 Å in all four structures. Open bars indicate
additional segments of the 'extended core', based only on BASPN, BLSCAR and TVTHER. Common secondary structure elements in all four X-ray
structures are shown as: h = helix, e = extended β-sheet, s = bend and t = β-turn. Exceptions which are not found in TAPROK are hB, hH. s2 and t6.
membrane such as the outer membrane in Gram-negative bacteria
(Yanagida et al., 1986; Terada et al., 1990). In many cases the
precise length of the mature, active enzyme is not known due
to the fact that the N-terminal and/or C-terminal processing site(s)
have not yet been mapped.
Alignment of primary sequences
Figure 3 shows the amino acid sequence alignment, of the
catalytic domains only, of a large number of subtilases to those
of the four known structures. The core and extended core SCRs,
as defined in Figure 2, are indicated by bars; the multiple
sequence alignment indicates that residues 37, 98 and 99 should
be omitted from these SCRs (vide infra). In every enzyme the
sequence patterns that are characteristic of most of these SCRs
are readily identified, and this facilitates the overall aligning and
subsequent homology modelling. The alignments improve as the
number of known sequences increases (at the current rate of one
or two each month), since characteristic patterns, subclasses and
allowed variations become more clear. However, the tripeptidyl
peptidase sequence (HSTPP), shown at the bottom of Figure 3,
is quite distinct from all other proteinase sequences: regions
around the active site H64 and S221 are readily identified, but
Table II. Root-mean-square deviation values (Å) for the superposition of
Coo-atoms (upper right) and percentage amino acid sequence identity (lower
left) of the 194 core residues
Subtilisin Subtilisin Thermitase Proteinase K
BPN' Carlsberg
Subtilisin BPN' 0.405 0.646 0.888
Subtilisin Carlsberg 75 0.621 0.940
Thermitase 52 56 0.949
Proteinase K 44 42 41
the homology at the N-terminus is so low that the SCR around
active-site residue D32 cannot be identified, even though several
Asp residues occur in this N-terminal region of HSTPP.
Therefore, we shall not include it in the following analyses and
comparisons.
From Figure 3 it is apparent that on the basis of sequence
alignment the subtilases can be subdivided into class I and class
II, shown above and below the core bars respectively. This
distinction is based on characteristic sequence patterns and
consensus residues (vide infra), both in SCRs and VRs, that are
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class subclasses acronym 10 20 30 40
,
I I -5 1-$ 1 BASBPN AQSV---- PYGVSQIK ---- - ------APALHSQGYTGSN -VKVAVIDSGIDSSHPDL--- - --- - -------- - - -- - - - - -----
I -5 1- S 1 BSS 168 AQSV---- PYGI SQIK ---- -------APALHSQGYTGSN -VKVAVIDSG IDSSHPDL-------- ------------- - - - -----
I -S I-51 BSSDY AQTV ---- PYGIPLIK ---- -------ADKVQAQGYKGAN -VKVG I IDTG lAASHTDL-------- -------------- - - -----
I -5 1- S1 BLSCAR AQTV---- PYGIPLIK ---- -------ADKVQAQGFKGAN -VKVAVLDTGIQASHPDL-------- - --------------- -----
I -5 I-52 BAPB92 AQSV-- -- PWGI SRVQ---- --- ----APAAHNRGLTGSG-VKVAVLDTGI S-THPDL---- ----- ---------------- ----
1-$ I -S2 BY SYAB QTV---- PWGINRVQ---- --- - ---APIAQSRGFTGTG-VRVAVLDTGI S- NHADL---- ----- - - ------------- - ----
I -S I -S2 BLS 14 7 QTV---- PWGISFIN---- ---- ---TQQAHNRGI FGNG-ARVAVLDTGIA-THPDL- --- ------ - --------------- ---
BS EPR S DGTDTSDNFE- --QWNLEPI Q-- - - - - - - - - - VKQAWKAG LTGKN - IKIA VI DSG I S - PHDDL- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
BS I SP 1 MNG EI RL I PYVTNEQ IMDVNEL- - PEG IKVIK - - - - - - - - - - - APEMWAKGVKGKN - IKVA VLDTGCDT SHPDLKN - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
TVTHER YTPNDPY FSSRQYGPQKI Q- -- - - - - - - -- APQAW - 0 I AEGSG- AK I AI VDTGVQSNHPDLAG- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
DN EBPR AAPNDP SY - RQQWHYFGNY - --- - - - -GVKANKVWDRG FTGQG- VVVSVVDTG I L- DHVDLNG - - - - - NMLPG YDF I SSAPNARDGDQRD
XCEXPR L TPNDTRL- SEQWAFGTTN - --- - - - AGLN IRPAWDK - ATGSG-TVV AVI DTG IT- SHADLNA - - - - - N I LAG YO F I SDATT ARDGNGRD
BS BP F ATDGV - - - - EWNVDQID- - -- - - - - - - - APKAWALG Y DGTG-TVV AS I DTGVEWNHP ALKE - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - KYRG YNP ENP
EFCY LA < I LNKD FKSF- - NWPYKKI L- - - - - - - - - - - SH I DPVKEQLGKD- I T I ALI DSG I DRLHPNLQD - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
SEEP I P <NGSHDLFDR- -QWDMRKIT-- - - - - - - - - N EGKS YKLSPDRKK - AKVAL VDSGVN S SHTDLKS I NK - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
SPSCP A <AKT ADTP AT S- KATI RDLN - - - - - - - DPSQVKTLQEKAGKGAG -TVVA VI DAG FDKNHEAWRLTDKTKAR YQSK EDLEKAKK EHG I TYG E
LLSK 11 OAK --- - AN SMANVQ-- - - - - - - - - -A VWSN - YKYKG EG -TVVSVI DSG I DPTHKDMRLSDDKDVKL-TKSDV EK F - -TDTVKHGR
SMEX SP A YQDPGRLGAPDSWKT AEF - NRQWGLEAI S -- - - - - - - - - - AEF A YARG YTGKG - I T I GVIDNA I L- SHS EF SG- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
1- E AVPRCA <EFRQRQAF- PPQWHLKQTTIG--TINAHANVEAAWKLS-DGTG-TI IAI IDDGVDI DHEEFRS------ ------------ - --------
I - E MMPPC 3 < DLFNDPMW - NQQWYLQDTRMT AALPKLDLHVI PVWEKG ITGKG - VVITVLDDG LEWNHTD I YA - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
I - E HSI PC2 < INMNDPLF-TKQWYLINTGQADGTPGLDLNVAEAWELGYTGKG-VTIGIMDDGIDYLHPDLAS-- ----- ------------ - -------
1- E HS FURl <QEPTDPKF- PQQWYLSGVT- - - - - -QRDLNVKAAWAQGYTGHG - I VVS I LDDG I EKNHPDLAG- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
1- E DMFUR1 <MS FNDSKW - PQMWYLNRGG- -- - - -G LDMNVI P AWKMG I TGKG- VVVT I LDDG LESDHPD I QD- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
I - E KLKEX 1 < FN I SDPLF-DQQWHLINPNYP- - - -GNDVNVTGLWKEN I TG YG- VV AALVDDGLDYEN EDLKD- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
I - E SCKEX2 < LS I NDPLF- ERQWHLVNPS FP- - - -GSD INVLDLWYNN I TGAG- VV AAI VDDG LOY EN EOLKD- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
sec. st hhhhhh hhhhh tt eeeeee tt tt
I I VAPROA <ANQTNA - - - - - IWG LDRIDQR -- - - NLPLDNNY SANF - - DGTG- VT A YV I DTGVNNAHVEFGG- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
TRT 4 1A A VQSPA - - - - -TWGLDRI DQR -- - -TLPLDGR YTYT A - -TGAG- VHA YVVDTG I LLSHQ EFTG- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
T AAQUA ATQSPA - - - - - PWGLORI DQR- - - - DLPLSN S YTYT A - -TGRG- VNVYV I DTG I RTTHREFGG- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
T APROK AAQTNA - - - - - PWG LAR IS ST- - - - - SPGT STY Y YO ES - AGQG- SCVYVI DTG I EASHPEFEG - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
T APROR AEQRNA - - - - - PWG LARI S ST-- - - - SPGT STYR YDO S - AGQG -TCVYV I DTGVEASHPEFEG - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
T APROT ATQ EDA - - - - - PWG LARI S SQ-- - - - EPGGTTYTY DDS - AGTG -TCA Y I I DTG I YTNHTD FGG - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - --
ACALPR ALVTQNGA - - - - - PWGLGT I SHR -- - - -QPGST S Y I Y DDS - AGSG-TYA YVVDTG I LESHN EF SG - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---
AOALPR GLTTQKSA - - - - - PWG LGS I SHK -- - - -GQQSTDY I Y DTS - AG EG -TYA YVVDSGVNVDHEEFEG- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
S CPRB 1 EFDTQN SA - - - - - PWGLARI SHRE- RLNLGS FNKYLYDDD- AGRG - VTS YVIDTGVN I NHKD FEK - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
Y LXPR2 AI QTTPVT- - -QWGLSRI SHK -- -- - KAQTGNYAYVRETVGKHPTVS YVVDSG I RTTHSEFGG- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
prop 0 a..o a go •••• *og.o 0+ -.
cons (I D) WGL I (I : W G) G G V V DTGI H DL
(II: A Q A) (II: P Y YO )
III HSTPP
50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130
| I I I I I | I I
I | I I I | I I I
BASBPN -- - - KVAGGASMVPS ETNPF- - - - -QDNN SHGTHVAGTVAAL- - - -- NNS I GV - LGVS P SA SLY AVKV LGA --- DGSGQY SWI I NG I EWAI AN - - -- - - - - - - - - NMDVI NMSLGGP SG- - - - - - - - - - - - SAAL
BS S 16 8 - - - - NVRGGASFVPS ETNPY - - - - -QDGSSHGTHVAGTIAAL-- - --NNS I GV - LGVAP SA SLY A VKV LDS - - -TGSGQY SWI I NG I EWAI SN - - -- - - - - - - -- NMDVI NMSLGG PTG- - - - - - - - - - - -ST AL
BS SOY - - - - KVVGGASFV SG E - S YN - - - - -TDGNGHGTHVAGTV AAL- - - -- DNTTGV - LGVAPNVSLYAI KV LN S-- - SGSGTY SAl VSG I EWATQN - - - - - - - -- - --GLDVINMSLGGP SG- - - - - - - - - - - -ST AL
BLSCAR - - - - NVVGGASFVAG E - A YN - - - - -TDGNGHGTHVAGTV AAL- - - -- DNTTGV - LGVAPSVSLYA VKV LN S- - - SGSGTY SG IVSG I EWATTN - - - - - - - -- - --GMDVINMSLGG P SG- - - - - - - - - - -- STAM
BAPB92 - - - - NI RGGAS FVPG EP ST- - - - - -QDGNGHGTHVAGTIAAL- - - --NNS I GV - LGVAPNAELYA VKV LGA - - - SGSGSVSS I AQGLEWAGNN - - - - -- - -- - - -GMHVANLSLGS PSP- - - - - - - - - - - - SATL
BY S YAB - - - - RI RGGASFVPG EPNI - - - - - - SDGNGHGTQVAGTIAAL- - - - -NNS I GV - LGVAPNVDLYGVKV LGA - - - SGSGS I SG IAQG LQWAANN - -- - -- - - - - - -GMHIANMSLGSSAG- - - - - - - - - -- - SATM
BLS 14 7 - - - - R I AGGAS F ISS EP SY - - - - - - HDNNGHGTHVAGTIAAL- - - -- NNS I GV - LGVAP SADLY A VKV LOR - - - NGSGSLASVAQG I EWA I NN - - - - - - - - - - - - NMHI INMSLGSTSG - - - - - - - - -- - - S STL
BS EPR -- - - S IAGG Y SA VSYT SS Y - - - - - - KDDNGHGTHVAG I I GAK - - - - -HNGYG 1- DG IAPEAQI YAVKA LDQ- - - NGSGDLQSLLQG I DWS IAN - -- - - - - - - - - - RMD IVNMSLGTTSD- - - - - - - - - - - - SKI L
BS I SP 1 - - - -Q I I GGKN F S DDDGGKEDAI - - SDYNGHGTHVAGTIAAN -- - - - DSNGG I - AGVAPEASLLIVKV LGG E- - NGSGQYEWI ING I NYA VEQ- - - - - - - - - - - - KVD I I SMSLGG PSD- - - - - - - - - - - - VPEL
TVTHER - - - - KVVGGWDFVDNDSTP- - - - - -QNGNGHGTHCAG lAAA VT- - - -NNSTG I -AGT APKAS I LA VRV LON - - - SGSGTWT A VANG I TY AADQ- - - - - - - - - - - -GAKVI S LSLGGTVG - - - - - - - - - - - - N SG L
DNEBPR NNP AD EGDWFDNWDCGG Y PDPRREKK F STWHGSHVAGTIAA VT- - - - NNGVGV - AGVAYGAKVI PVRV LGK - - - -CGG YDS 0 I TDGMYWSAGGH - I DGVPDNQN - P AQVVNMSLGGGGG- - - - -- -- - - -CSQNS
XCEXPR SNAADEGDWY AANECGAG I P A - - - -ASS SWHGTHVAGTVAA VT- - - - NNTTGV - AGT A YGAKVVPVRV LGK - - - -CGGSLS 0 IADA IVWASGGT- VSG I P ANAN - PAEVINMSLGGGG S - - -- - - - - - - -CSTTM
BS BPF NEPENEMNWYDA VAG EAS P- - - - -- YDDLAHGTHVTGTMVGSE- - - - PDGTNQ - I GVAPGAKWIA VKA FS E- - - - DGGTDAD I LEAG EWVLAPKDAEGNPHPEM - APDVVNN SWGGGSG --- - - - - - - - - LOEWY
EFCY LA - - - - NNLRLKNYVND I E- - - - - - - - LDEYGHGTQVAGVI - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - DT IAPRVNLN S YKVMDG- - - -TDGN S I NMLKA IVDATND- -- - - - - - - - - -QVD I I NVSLGSYKN - - - ME I DO ERFTVEAF
SEEPIP IVNEVPKNGFRGSENDESGNKNFE- EDKLNHGTLVAGQIGANGL----------KGVNPGVEMNVYRV FGS---SKKSEMLWVSKGI IDAAND------------DNDVINVSLGNYLI - (9) - RDDEKVDYDAL
SPSCP A WVNDKVA YYHDY SKDGKT- - - - - - -A VDQEHGTHVSG I LSGNAPS ETKEPYRL- EGAMPEAQLLLMRV EIVN - -GLADYARNYAQAI RDA VNL-- - - - - - - - - - -GAKV I NMS FGNAAL- - - - - - -A YANLPD ET
LLSK 11 Y FN SKVPY G FNYADNNDT I TDD- - - KVD EQHGMHVAG I I GANGTG- -DDPAKSVVGVAPEAQLLAMKV FSN SOT SAKTGSATVV SAl EDSAK I - - - - - - - - -- - -GADVLNMSLGSN SG- - - - - - - - NQTLEDPE
SMEXSP KL TRLDNG SYNF S Y DKQDN - - - - - - MSFGDHGTHVAG lAAAKR- - - - - DGAGM - HGVAFDAD I I GTKL - - - - - - - NDYGNRNGREELI QS - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - AARVINN SWG IAPD- ( 4 3 ) -QPVPTGGHSA
AVPRCA - -SGK I VAPRDVTRKTNFPTP- -- -GNRDNHGT ACAGVACG-- - - - -NGNFGA - SGVAPGAKLMP I RFVS - - - - - - ALG SQDEADS FVWAAQN - - - - - - - - - - - -GADVI SCSWG PPDG - ( 10) - KQKVPLPDST
MMPPC 3 - -NY DPEASYDFNDNDHDPFPRYDLTNENKHGTRCAG EIAMQA - - -- NNHKCG - VGVAYNSKVGG I RM LD - -- - -G IVTDAI EAS S I G FNPG - - - - - - - - - - - - - HVD I Y SASWG PNDD- - - - -GKTVEG PGRLA
HS I PC 2 - - NYN AEAS YDF S SNDPY PYPRYTDDWFN SHGTRCAG EVSAAA - - --NNNI CG - VGVA YNSKVAG I RM LDQ - - - - PFMTD I lEAS S I SHMPQ- - - - - - - - - - - - - LID I Y SASWGPTDN - - - - -GKTVDGPRDVT
H S FURl - - NY 0 PGAS FDVNDQDPDPQPR YTQMNDNRHGTRCAG EVAA VA - - -- NNGVCG- VGVA YNARI GGVRM LD- - - - -G EVTDA VEARSLGLNPN - - - - - - - - - - - - - H I HI Y SASWG PEDD- - - - -GKTVDG PARLA
DMFUR1 -- NY 0 PKAS YDVN SHDDDPMPHYDMT DSNRHGTRCAG EVAA T A - - -- NNSFCA - VG IAYGASVGGVRM LD- - - - -GDVTDA VEARSLSLNPQ - - - - - - - - - - - - - HID I Y SASWG PDDD - - - - -GKTVDGPGELA
KLKEX 1 - - NFCVEG SWD FNDNNPLPKPR - - - LKDDYHGTRCAG ElAAFR- - -- - ND I CG - VGVA YN SKVSG I RI LS- - - - -GQ IT AED EAAS L I YG LD - - -- - - - - - - - - - VND I Y SCSWG PSDD - - - - -GKTMQAPDTL V
SCKEX 2 - - NFCAEG SWDFNDNTNLPKPR - - - LS DDYHGTRCAG ElAAKK - - --GNN FCG- VGVG YN AKI SG I RI LS - - - - -GD ITTED EAAS L I YG LD - - - - - - - - - - - - - VND I Y SCSWG P ADD - - - - -GRHLQGP SDLV
sec. st eeeeee ssshhhhhhhhhh ssss sstt eeeeee t t hhhhhhhhhhhhht t eeeee hhh
VAPROA - - - - RSVSG Y DFVDNDADA - - - - - - SDCNGHGTHVAGTI GGSL- - - -- - - - - - - YGVAKNVNLVGVRV LSC- - - SGSGSTSGVIAGVDWVAAN AS - - - - - - - - - -G PSVANMS LGGGQS - - - - - - - - - - - - - VAL
TRT 4 1A - - - - R I GKG Y DA I TPGGT A - - - - - -QDCNGHGTHVAGTI GGTT- - - - - - - - - - - YGV AKGVTLHPVRV LDC - - - NGSGSN S SVI AG LDWVTQNHV - - - - - - - - - - KP A V I NMS LGGGAS - - - - - - - - - - - - -TAL
T AAQUA - - - - RARVG Y DALGGNG- - - - - - - -QDCNGHGTHVAGTI GGVT- - - -- - - - - - - YGVAKA VN L YA VRVLDC - - - NGSGSTSGVIAGVDWVTRNHR - - - - - - - - - - RP A VANMS LGGGV S - - - - - - - - - - - - -TAL
T APROK - - - - RAQMVKTY - YY SS - - - - - - - - RDGNGHGTHCAGTVGSRT- - - -- - - - - - - YGVAKKTQLFGVKVLDD - - - NGSGQ Y ST I I AGMDFVAS DKN - - - - - NRN CPKGVV ASLS LGGG Y S - - - - - - - - - - - - - S SV
T APROR - - - - RAQMVKTY - YASS - - - - - - - - RDGNGHGTHCAGTI GSRT- - - - - - - - - - - YGVAKKTQ I FGVKV LND - - -QGSGQ Y S T I I SGMD FVAN DYR - - - - - NRN CPNGVVASMS I GGG Y S - - - - - - - - - - - - - S SV
T APROT - - - - RAK FLKNF AGDGQD- - - - - - -TDGNGHGTHVAGTVGGTT- - -- - - - - - - - YGVAKKTSLF A VKVLDA - - - NGQG SN SGV I AGMD FVTKDAS - - - - - SQN CPKGVVVNMS LGG P S S - - - - - - - - - - - - - SA V
ACALPR - --- RAITGYNAVGGSN -- - --- --ADTNGHGTHVAGTIGGRT----------- YGVAKNTNLIAVKVFR- - - -GSSSSTSI I LDGFNWAVNDI I - ----NRGRQNKAAISMSLGGGY S---------- - --SAF
AOALPR - - - - RASKA Y NAAGGQH - - - - - - - - VDS I GHGTHVSGTIAGKT- - -- - - - - - - - YG IAKKAS I LSVKV FQ - - - -G ES S ST SLI LOG FNWAAND I V - - - - - SKKRT SKAAI NMS LGGG Y S - - - - - - - - - - - - - KA F
SCPRE 1 - - - - RA IWGKT I PLND ED- - - - - - - LDGNGHGTHCAGTI ASKH - - - - - - - - - - - YGVAKN ANVVA VKVLRS - - - NG SGTMS DVVKGVEYAAKAHQK EAQ EKKKG FKGST ANMSLGGGKS - - - - - - - - - - - - - PAL
YLXPR2 - - - - RA VWGAN F ADTQN - - - - - - - - ADLLGHGTHVAGTVGGKT- - - - - - - - - - - YGVDANTKL VA VKVF A - - - -GRSAALSV I NQG FTWALND Y I - - - - SKRDTLPRGVLNFSGGG PKS - - - - - - - - - - - - - ASQ
prop 0 s o. 0 0 *go+•sgo.ss 00 S g •• oso.os.+•o OSO •• OS. a. 0 •• o.o.g 0 •
cons (I: G F ) 0 NGHGTHVAGTIAA (I: NN G) GVA A L VKVL GSG S G WA V NMSLGG
(II:RA G) (II:------)
H STPP < TSGGAHGTHV AS I AAGH F - - - - PEEP ER - NGVAPGAQ I LS I K I GDTRL- S TMETGTG L I RAM I EV I NH - - - - - - - - - - - - KCD LVN Y S YG EA TH - - - - - - - - - WPN SGRI
Fig.3
different (and often unique) in class I and class II subtilases.
Examples are residues 76-82, 166-170 and particularly those
at the N-terminus (1-20) and C-terminus (260-275). The
conserved length of most VRs is also characteristic of class II
enzymes (vide infra).
These two main classes are particularly clear in a family tree
or cladogram (Figure 4), a measure of the sequence homology
between family members, constructed from the sequence
alignment of the catalytic domains in Figure 3. Not only does
the tree clearly depict the distinct class II subtilases, but it also
demonstrates a few subtypes within the class I subtilases. The
subtilisins from Bacillus strains are found in branch I-S, with
a further branching into 'true' subtilisins (branch I-Sl) and highly
alkaline proteases (branch I-S2). Branch I-E contains the highly
similar pro-hormone processing proteases from yeasts (Fuller
et at., 1989) and higher eukaryotes (van de Ven et al., 1990).
Other subclasses should become evident as new sequences
become available.
Alignment of class II subtilases is fairly unambiguous due to
their high degree of sequence homology, even in most VRs, and
the low incidence of insertions/deletions relative to proteinase
K. The C-terminal residues from position 240 onwards are the
least homologous, but the alignment is still clear. Only three of
these class II enzymes have a C-terminal extension beyond the
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140 150 160 170 180 190 200
| | | | | | |
| | | | | | |
BASBPN KAA VDKA VAS - - - - -GVVV AAAAGNEGTSGS SS - - - - - - - - - -- - - -TVGYPGKYP- - - - SVIA VGA VDS - - - - - - - - - - - - - - SNQRAS F S S - - - - - VG PE - - - - - - LDVMAPGV - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
BSS 16 8 KTVVDKA VSS - - - - -G I VVV AAAGNEGS SGSTS -- - - - - - - - - - - --TVGYPAKYP- - - - STIA VGA VNS - - - - - - - - - - - - - - SNQRAS F S S - - - - - AGS E - - - - - - LDVMAPGV - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
as SOY KQA VDKA YAS - - - - -G I VVVAAAGNSGSSGSQN - - - - - -- - - - - - --T I GYPAKYD- - - - SVIA VGA VDS - - - - - - - - - - - -- - NKNRASF S S - - - - - VGAE- - - - - - LEVMAPGV - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
BLSCAR KQA VDNA YAR- - - - -GVVVVAAAGNSGSSGNTN - - -- - - - - -- - - --TI GYPAKYD- - - -SVIAVGA VDS - - -- - - - - - - - - - - NSNRASF SS- - - - - VGAE - - - - - - LEVMAPGA - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
BAPB92 EQA VN SAT SR- - - - -GVL VVAASGNSGAG- -- - - - -- - -- - - - - - - - S I SYPARYA - - - - NAMA VGA TDQ- - - - - - - - - - - - - - NNNRAS FSQ- - - - - YGAG- - - - - - LD I VAPGV - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
BY SYAB EQA VNQAT AS- - - - -GVL VV AASGN SGAG- -- - - - - - - - - --- - -- - NVGFFARYA - - - - NAMA VGA TDQ- - - - - - - - - - - - - - NNNRA TFSQ- - - - - YGAG - - - - - - LD I VAPGV - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
BLS147 ELA VNRANNA-----GILLVGAAGNTGRQ------------------GVNYPARYS----GVMAVAA VDQ--------------NGQPPSFST-- --- YGPE- --- -- lEI SAPGV-------- -- -- - -----
BS EPR HDA VNKA YEQ- - - - -GVLLV AASGNDGNGK - - -- - - - -- - -- - - -- - PVNYP AA Y S - - - -SVVAVSA TNE- - - - - - - - - - - - - - KNQLAS FST- - - - -TGD E - - - - - - VEFSAPGT- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
BS I SP 1 EEA VKNA VKN - - - - -GVL VVCAAGNEGDGDERTE- - - -- - -- - - -- - ELS YPAA YN - - - - EVIA VGS VSV - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ARELS EFSN - - - - - ANKE - - - - - - I DL VAPG E- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
TVTH ER QQAVNYAWNK - - - --GSVVV AAAGNAGNT- - - - - - - - -- - -- - - - - - APNYPA YY S - - - - NAIA VAS TDQ- - - - - - - -- - - - - - NDNKS SFST- - - - - YGSW - - - - - - VDV AAPGS - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
DNEBPR QRMI DKTTNL- - - - -GALl VIAAGNENQDA - - - - -- - - - - - - - -- - - SRTWPSSCN - - - -NVLSVGA TTP- - - - - --- - - - - - - KGKRAPF SN - - - - - YGAR- - - - - - VHLAAPGT- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
XCEXPR QNAI NGA VSR - - - - -GTTVVV AAGNDASNV - - - - -- - -- - - - - - - - -SGSLPANCA ----NVIAVAA TTS - - - - --- - - - - - - - AGAKASY SN - - - - - FGTG- - - - - - I DVSAPG S- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
BSBPF RDMVNA WRAA - - - - - 01 FPEFSAGNTDLFI PGGPG- - - - -- - - -- - -S IANPANYP---- ESFATGA TOI - ---- - - - - - - -- - NKKLADFSL- - - - -QGP SPYD EIKPE I SAPGV - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
EFCYLA RKVVNY ARKN - - - - - NI LI VASAGNESRD I STGN - - -- - -- - --- - - EKHI PGGLE----SVITVGA TKK ---- - - - - - - --- - SGD lADY SN - - - - - YGSN - - - - - - VS I YGPAGG YGDNYK I TGQ I DAREMM
SEEPIP QKAINYAQKK -----GSIVVAA VGNDGINVKKVKEINKKR (5) TSKKVYOSPANLN----NVMTVGS IDD--------------NDYI SEFSN-----YGNN ----- FIDLMTIGGSYKLLDKYGKDAWLE ( 5)
SPSCPA KKAFDYAKSK -----GVSIVTSAGNDSSFGGKTRLPLAD---HPDYGVVGTPAAAD----STLTVASYSPDKQ- ( 128) - -TASGTKLSRFSS-----WGLTADGNIKPDIAAPGQ------------ - -----
LLSK1l LAA VQNANES-----GTAA VISAGNSGTSGSATEGVNKDYYGLQDNEMVGSPGTSR----GATTVASAENTDV- ( 145) --KYTEDKMSDFTS-- -- - YGPVSNLSFKPDITAPGG---------- - - ------
SMEXSP MSTLLRAARH - -- - -GKLI VF SAGNYNNYNI PEAQKSL--- - -- - - - PYAFPDVLN ---- NYLIVTNLSD- - - - - - - - -- - - - - ENQLSVSST- - - - - SCGQT AS - - - YCVSAPGS - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
AVPRCA RLAMDY AI NKGRNGKGCVI LF AAGNGNESVD-- -- - -- -- - - -- - --NDGYASYEK ---- -VIA VAACND- - - - - - - - - - - - - - FGTRSA YSD- - - - - FGT A - - - - - - VWCAFP SNNGNP - - - - - - - - - - - - --
MMPPC3 QKAFEYGVKQGRQGKGS I FVWASGNGGRQGDNCD- --- -- - -- - - --CDGYTDS IY -- - - -TI S I SSASQ- - - - - - - - - - - - - -QGLSPWYAE- - - - - KCS S - - - - - -TLATS YSSGDYT - - - - - - - - - - - - --
HS I PC 2 LQAMADGVNKGRGGKGS I YVWASGDGGS Y- DDCN -- - -- - --- --- -CDGYASSMW- - -- -TI S IN SAIN - - - - - - - - - - -- - - DGRT ALYD E- - - - - SCSS - - - - - -TLASTFSNGRKRNP- - - - - - - - - - --
HS FURl EEAFFRGVSQGRGGLGS I FVWASGNGGREHDSCN -- - -- - - - - -- - -CDGYTNS I Y - - - --TLS I SSATQ- - - - - - - - - --- - - FGNVPWY SE- - - - - ACS S - - - - - -TLATTY SSGNQN - - - - - - - - - - - - --
DMFUR1 SRAFI EGTTKGRGGKGS I F lWASGNGGREQDNCN -- - -- - -- - - - - -CDGYTNS IW - - - --TLS I SSATE- - - - - - - - -- - - - - EGHVPWY SE- - - - - KCS S - - - - - -TLATTY SSGGQG - - - - - - - - - - - ---
KLKEX 1 KKAI I KGVTEGRDAKGALYVF ASGNGGMFGDSCN -- - - - --- - -- - - FDGYTNS I F- ----S ITVGA lDW - - - - - - - --- - - - - KGLHPPY SE- - - -- SCSA - - - - - - VMVVTY SSGSGN - - - - - - - - - - - - --
SCKEX2 KKALVKGVTEGRDSKGAI YVFASGNGGTRGDNCN - - - - - - - - - -- - - YDGYTNS I Y - ---- SITI GAIDH - - - - - - - - - - - - - - KOLHPPY SE- - - - -GCSA - - - - - - VMA VTY SSGSGE- - - - - - - - - - - - --
sec. st hhhhhhhhht t eeeee ttt t t eeeeee t t tt tt eeee t
VAPROA DSA VQSA VQS - - - - -GVSFMLAAGNSNA - - DACN - - -- - -- - -- - - - --- YSPARVA ----TGVTVGSTTS-- - - - - - - - - - - - -TDARSSFSN - - - - -WGSC- - - - - - VDVF APGS - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
TRT4 lA DTA VMNAI NA - -- - -GVTVVVAAGNDNR -- DACF- - -- --- - -- - - --- YSPARVT----AAITVGATTS--- - - - - - - - - - - -TDYRASFSN - - - - - YGRC- - - - - - LDLF APGQ- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
TAAQUA DNA VKNS lAA - - - - -GVVYA VAAGNDNA -- NACN - - -- - -- - -- - - --- YSPARVA ---- EALTVGATTS- - - - - - - - - - - - - - SDARAS FSN - -- - - YGS C- - - - - - VDLF APGA - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
TAPROK NSAAARLQS S- - - - -GVMV AVAAGNNNA -- DARN - - -- -- - - -- - - -- - Y SPASEP--- - SVCTVGASDR- - - - - - - - -- - - - - YDRRSS FSN - - - - - YGSV - - - - - - LD I FGPGT- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
TAPROR NSAAANLQQ S- - - - -GVMV AVAAGNNNA -- DARN - -- - -- - --- - --- - YSPASES- - - - S I CTVGATDR - - - - - - - -- - - - - - YDRRSS FSN - - - - - YGSV - - - - - - LO I FAPGT- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
TAPROT NRAAAEI TSA - - - - -GLFLA VAAGNEAT- - DASS- - - - -- - -- - - -- - - SSPASEE- - - - SACTVGATDK - - - - - - -- -- - - - -TDTLAEY SN - - - -- FGSV - - - - - - VOLLAPGT- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
ACALPR NNA VNT AY SR - - - - -GVLSVVAAGNDNQ- - NAAN - -- - -- - -- - - --- - YSPASAA - - - - NAlTVGS lAS - - - - --- - - - - - -- NWARS SFSN - - - - - YGSV - - - - - - LO IF APGT- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
AOALPR NDA VEN AFEQ- - - - -GVLSVV AAGNENS - - DAGQ- -- - -- - -- - - -- - -TSPASAP- - - - DAITVAAl QK - - ----- - - - - --- SNNRASF SN - - -- - FGKV - - - - - - VDVF APGQ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
SCPRB 1 DLA VNAA VEV - - - - -G IHFA VAAGN ENQ - - DACN - -- - -- - -- - -- - - -TSPASAD- - - - KAITVGASTL---- - - - - - - - -- - SDDRA YFSN - - - - -WGKC- - - - - - VDVF APGL- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
YLXPR2 DALW SRA TQE- - - - -GLL VA lAAGNDA V - - DACN - -- - -- - -- - --- - - DSPGNl GGSTSG I ITVGSI DS--- - - - - - - - - - - - SDK I SVWSGGQGSNYGTC- - - - - - VDVF APGS - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
prop 00•• s 00 g ••••ssg* SO• • •sS 00 a s aoo s HoH s s
cons AV A G V AAGN G PA I VGA FS G 0 APG
HSTPP CEV I NEAVWKH - - - - N I I YVS SAGNNGPCLS - -- -- - -- - -- - - - - -TVGCPGGTT- - -SSVIGVGA YVSPDMMVAEY SLREKLP ANQYTWS S- - - - - RGPSAOGALGV S I SAPGG- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
210 220 230 240 250 260 270
| | I I | I |
BASBPN -- S I QSTLP - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -GNKYGA Y - NGTSMASPHVAGAAALI LSKHP- - --- - -- - - - - - - - NWTNTQVRSSLENTTTKLG- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - OS FYY GKG L I NVQAAAQ
BS S16 8 - - S I QSTLP - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -GGTYGA Y - NGTSMA TPHVAGAAALILSKHP- --- - --- - - - - - - -TWTNAQVRDRLEST ATYLG- - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - NS FY YGKGLI NVQAAAQ
BS SOY - - SVY STYP- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - SNTYT SL- NGTSMASPHVAGAAALILSKYP- --- - -- - - - - - - - -TLSASQVRNRLSSTATNLG- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 0 SFY YGKGLI NVEAAAQ
BLSCAR - -GVY STYP- - - -- - - - - - - - -- - -- - - - --TSTYATL- NGTSMASPHVAGAAALILSKHP--- - --- - - - --- - - NLSASQVRNRLS ST ATYLG -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - SSFY YGKGLINVEAAAQ
BAPB92 - - NVQSTYP- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - --GSTYASL- NGTSMA TPHVAGAAALVKQKNP-- - - -- - - - ----- - SWSNVQ IRNHLKNT ATSLG - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -STNL YGSGLVNAEAA TR
BYSYAB--GVQSTVP----------------------GNGYASF-NGTSMATPHVAGVAALVKQKNP---------------SWSNVQIRNHLKNTATNLG----------------NTTQFGSGLVNAEAATR
BLS 14 7 - - NVN STYT- - -- - - - -- - - -- - -- - - - - - -GNRYVSL-SGTSMA TPHVAGV AALVKSRYP- - - ----- -- - - - - - SYTNNQl RQRI NQTATY LG - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - SPSLYGNGL VHAGRA TQ
BSEPR - - NI TSTYL- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - NQYYATG-SGTSQATPHAAAMFALLKQRDP- - --- ---- - - - - - -AETNVQLREEMRKNIVDLGT A- - - - - -- - - - - - -GRDQQFG YGL I QYKAQATDS ( 260 )
BS I SP 1 - - NI LSTLP - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - -- - - - - NKKYGKL-TGTSMAAPHVSGALALIKSYEE----- ---- - ES FQRKLSESEVFAQLIRRTLPLD I - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - AKTLAGNGFL YLT APD ELA ( 11 )
TVTHER - -S I Y STYP -- - - - - - - - - -- - -- - - - -- - -TSTYASL-SGTSMA TPHVAGVAGLLASQGR - --- - ---- - - - - - - --SASNIRAAI ENT ADKI S - -- - -- - - - - - - - --GTGTYWAKGRVNA YKA VQ Y
DNEBPR -- N I LSTI DVGQAGPV - - -- - - - - -- - -- -- RSSYGMK - AGTSMAAPHVSGVAALVI SAAN ---- - -- - - - - S I GKTLTPS ELSDI LVRTT SRFNGR- - - - - - - - - - - -- - LDRG LGSG IVDANAA VNA V ( 5 )
XCEXPR - - S I LSTLNSGTTTPG- - - - - -- - -- - -- -- SASYASY - NGTSMASPHVAGVVALVQSVAP--- - -- - - - - - -- -T ALTP AA VETLLKNTARALPGA - -- - - - - -- - - - - -CSGGCGAG IVNADAA VT AA ( 112 )
BSBPF - - NI RSSVP- - - - -- - - -- - -- - - - - --- --GQTYEDGWDGTSMAGPHVSAVAALLKQANA -- - - -- - - - ----- - SLSVDEMED I LTST AEPLTDSTF- - - - - - - - - PDSPNNGYGHGL VNA FDA V SA V ( 918 )
EFCYLA MTYYPT SL VSPLGKAADF- - -- - -- - -- - - - POGYTLS - FGTSLA TPEVSAALAAIMSKNV - - - --- - ---- - - DNSKDSNEVLNTLFENADSF I D- - - - -- - - - - - - - - - KN SMLKYKEVR I K
SEEP I P KQSVLSTS S - - - - - - - -- - - -- - - - - - - -- - NGRY I YQ-SGTSLAAPKVSGALALEI DKYQ- - - --- ----- - - - - LKDQPET AI ELFKKKG I EK EKY - - - - - - - - - - - -MDKKHYGNGKLDVYKLLKE
SP SCPA - - 0 I LS SVA - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - -- - - - - NNKYAKL-SGTSMSAPLVAG IMGLLQKQY E- - --- --TQYPDMTPSERLOLAKKVLMSSAT ALYOED- - - - -- - - EKA YF SPRQQGAGA VDAKKASAA T ( 582 )
LLSK 11 -- N IWSTQN - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - -- -- - -NNGYTNM-SGTSMASPFlAGSQALLKQALNNKNNPFYAYYKQLKGT ALTDFLKTVEMNT AQPIND INY - - - - - - - NNVIVSPRRQGAGL VDVKAAI DA ( 1263 )
SMEXSP - - DIY STVGRLESNTGGA VNREA YNKG ELSLNPGYGNK - SGTSMAAPHVTGVAA VLMQRFP- --- --- - - - - - - -- YMSADQ I SAVIKTT ATDLGVA - -- - - - - - - - - --G I DNLFGWGRVNLRDAI NGP ( 64 5 )
AVPRCA - - - ( 2 8 ) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - -- - -- - -GNYTNSF-GGTSSACPGAAGVAALI LSRNP--- - -- - - - ----- - NLRWD EVRDI IKRSCDRI OP - - - - - - VGGNYNAEGRSPFYG YGRI NALKA VELA>
MMPPC 3 DQRIT SADLH - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - -- - - - NDCTETH -TGTSASAPLAAG I FALALEANP-- - - --- - - --- - - - NLTWRDMQHL VVWT SEYDPLASNPG - WKKNGAG LMVN SRFG FGLLNAKALVDLA ( 300 )
HS I PC2 EAGVATTDL Y - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - -- - - -GNCTLRH -SGTSAAAPEAAGVF ALALEANL-- - - ------ - - - - -GLTWROMQHLTVLTSKRNQLHDEVHQWRRNGVGLEFNHLFGTGVLDAGAMVKMA ( 182 )
HSFURI EKQ I VTTDLR - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -QKCTESH -TGTSASAPLAAG I IALTLEANK - - - ------ - - - - - - NLTWRDMQHLVVQTSKPAHLNAND- -WATNGVGRKV SH SYG YGLLOAGAMV ALA ( 3 56 )
DMFUR1 EKQVVTTDLH - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - -- - -- - HSCTVSH -TGTSASAPLAAG IAALVLQSNQ- - - -- --- - - - - - - - NLTWRDLQH I VVRT AKP ANLKDPS- -WSRNGVGRRVSHSFG YGLMOAA EMVRVA ( 242 )
KLKEX 1 - - Y I KTTDLD- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - EKCSNTH -GGTSAAAPLAAG I YTLVLEANP- - --- -- - - - - - - - - NLTWRDVQY LS I LS SEEINPH - - DGKWQDT AMGKR YSHTY GFGKLDA YN lVHMA ( 2 5 7 )
SCKEX2 -- YIHSSDlN---------------------GRCSNSH -GGTSAAAPLAAGVYTLLLEANP---------------NLTWRDVQYLSI LSAVGLEKNAD-GDWRDSAMGKKYSHRYGFGK lDAHKLl EMS ( 358 )
sec. st seeeeet tteeeee hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh hhhhhhhhhhh hhhhh
VAPROA --QIKSAWY --- --------- ----------DGGYKTI -SGTSMATPHVAGVAALYLQENS---------------SVSPSQVEALIVSRASTGKVTD--- --- -- - ---- -TRGSVNKLLY SLTDAOCG ( 116)
TRT 4 lA - - S I TSAWYT S- - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - ST ATNT I - SGTSMA TPHVTGAAALYLQWYP- - - -- -- --- - - - - -T ATP SQVASALLYY ATPNGVVK - - - - - - - - - - - - NAGRY SPNLLL YTPF
TAAQUA - - S I PSAWYT S- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - DTATQTL- NGTSMA TPHVAGV AALYLEQNP- - -- - --- - - - - - - - SATP ASVASA I LNGATTGRLS - - - - - - - - - - - - -G I GSGSPNRLL YSLLS SGSG ( 105 )
TAPROK -- S I LSTWI - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -GGSTRSl -SGTSMA TPHVAGLAA YLMTLGK - - --- --- - - - - - - - -TT AASACR Y IADT ANKGDLS - - - - - - - - - - - - - NIP FGTVNLLA YNN YQA
TAPROR - - D I LSTWI - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - -GGSTRS I -SGTSMA TPHVAGLAA YLMTLGR - --- - -- - - - - - - -- -AT ASNACRY IAQT ANQGOLS - - - - - - - - - - - - - N I SFGTVN LLA YNNYQG
TAPROT - - D I KSTWN - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -OGRTK I I - SGTSMASPHVAGLGA YFLGLGQ- --- --- - - - - - --- - - KVQGLCDYMVEKG LKDVI Q- - - - - - - - - - - - - SVP SDT ANVLI NNG EGSA
ACALPR - - S I LSA WI GG- - - - - - - -- - - - - -- - - - - - NSATNTI - SGTSMA TPHVTGVVLYLQALEG-- - - -- - - - - -- - - - - LTTSGAAARLNALATTGRVS - - - - - - - - - - - - - NPGSGSPNRI L YNG NGA
AOALPR - - 0 I LSA WI GS - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - -- SSATNTI - SGTSMA TPHIVGLSLYLAALEN -- - - -- - -- ---- - - LDGP AA VTKRl KELATKDVVK - - - - - - - - - - - - - - DVKGSPNLLA YNGNA
SCPRB 1 --NI LSTY IGS-- - ---- -------------DDATATL-SGTSMASPHVAGLLTYFLSLQP---GSDSEFFELGQOSLTPQQLKKKLIHYSTKDILF- ------ --- ---01 PEDTPNVLI YNGGGQOLS ( 45)
YLXPR2 - - 0 I I SASYQ S- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - DSGTLVY - SGTSMACPHVAGLASYYLS IND- -- - --- - - - - - - - EVLTPAQVEALI TESNTGVLPT - - - - - - - - - - - - -TNLKG SPNA VA YNGVG I
prop oH 00 a a ogo*•S •55••S•• a •O oH • ooso HH
cons I ST Y GTSMA PHVAG AAL T TA (I: YG GL NA AA )
(I I: GSPN L YN )
HSTPP --AIASVPNWT---- - ---- --- -------- LRGTQLM-NGTSMSSPNACGGIALlLSGLK -----------ANNIDYTVHSVRRALENTAVKADNl -- --- --- - -- - -- EVF AQGHG I IQVDKA YDY L ( 7 3 8 )
Fig. 3. Alignment of amino acid sequences of catalytic domains of subtilases. Enzyme acronyms are given in Table I. Residue numbering at the top
corresponds to that of mature subtilisin BPN' (BASBPN). The class I and class II subtilases (see text) are separated by filled bars (SCRs or core segments)
and open bars (extended core; applicable only to class I), and the secondary structure assignments, as defined in Figure 2. Below the aligned sequences the
consensus physical properties (prop) and consensus amino acids (cons) at each position are shown. A consensus physical property is defined as > 75% of
residues belonging to one of the following groups: nonpolar, A, V, I, L, M, C, F, W, Y (•); polar, S, T, N, Q, D, E, R, K, H (O): small, G. A, S, C.
V (s); glycine, G (g); aromatic, F, Y, W (a); negative charge, D, E (-); positive charge, R, K, H (+); active site residues D32, H64. S221, shown in bold
(*). A consensus amino acid occurs in >50% of all sequences; consensus residues in brackets apply either to class I or class II subtilases only, as indicated.
The number of additional residues in large inserts in the catalytic domain, and in C-terminal extensions, are shown in brackets. Each sequence begins at the
mature N-terminus, if known; an unknown number of residues is indicated as «) at the N-terminus and as (» at the C-terminus. Partial alignment of the
sequence of the human tripeptidyl peptidase (HSTPP) from residue 59 onwards is shown on the bottom line. as a separate class III subtilase.
catalytic domain, Alignment of N-terminal parts of incompletely
sequenced serine proteases (Figure 5) indicates that NDAPII,
SRESPD and MPTHMY are also class II subtilases.
Alignment of class I subtilases is straightforward for most of
the SCRs. However, in some of the most highly diverged
sequences there are regions with very weak sequence homology,
even in the core, which results in alignments that are not
unambiguous. In those cases, alternative alignments to those in
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Fig. 4. A family tree or cladogram, schematically depicting the homology between catalytic domains of subtilases. Branch lengths are in inverse proportion to
the degree of sequence similarity. The two main classes I and II and some subclasses are indicated. (b+) Gram-positive bacterium, (b-) Gram-negative
bacterium, (f) fungus, (y) yeast, (i) insect, (m) mammal.
Figure 3 may need to be considered, These regions are found
on the surface of the molecule and contain numerous solvent-
exposed residues, allowing for greater side-chain variation,
Examples are (i) the exposed regions 43 -58 and 182-218 which
contain structurally conserved β-strands and turns, and (ii) the
exposed amphipathic helices hD (residues 104-116), hE
(133-144) and hG (243-253), In the latter case, the sequence
alignment of amphipathic helices is also based on the requirement
that at certain positions non-polar side chains are conserved that
point into the interior of the molecule, while polar residues face
outward,
Based on the N-terminal sequence only, six other bacterial
proteases can be classified as class I (Figure 5), Four of these,
including the only archaeal subti1ase known (ARB172), appear
to be closely related to thermitase, and should cluster in a new
thermitase branch (1-T) of the cladogram,
Appendix A summarizes all naturally occurring amino acids
at topologically equivalent positions, together with various other
structural and functional characteristics of each residue. Note that
Appendix A is compiled only from the sequences in Figure 3,
Structurally conserved regions (SCRs)
The 194 residues that constitute the SCR core, as defined from
the four known structures in Figure 2, are nearly all present in
the other subtilases, One minor exception is the absence of residue
37 in several class I family members, Another is the absence
of residues 73 -74 in EFCYLA, shortening helix hC; the
connection of residue 72 to 82 is feasible since they are nearly
adjacent in subtilisin (Figure 4 in McPhalen and James, 1988),
A major exception is the absence of various residues in the range
96 -100 in 12 different subtilases, including all of those in class
I-E. Structurally, this is quite plausible since it would eliminate
part of an external loop whose ends are close together,
Catalytically, major changes can be expected since this loop is
involved in substrate binding (vide infra), These considerations
lead us to redefine the SCR core for all subtilases to only 191
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Fig. S. N-terminal sequence alignment of incompletely sequenced mature subtilases. Sequences in bold (BASBPN, TVTHER, TAPROK) are reference
sequences of known three-dimensional structures. x, Residue not identified; lower case signifies an uncertain assignment.
residues, eliminating three residues that are absent in more than
one sequence, viz, 37, 98 and 99. This core is shown
schematically in Figure 6 as the set of conserved a-helices and
β-sheet strands.
Highly conserved core residues are listed in Table III. Only
II positions are totally conserved; they are found in the active
site (D32, H64, S221), substrate-binding region (SI25, G127,
G154, G219, T220) and internal helices (G65, G70, P225).
Another seven residues are varied only once or twice, including
the oxyanion hole residue NI55 (Table III). Nine of these 18
most conserved residues are glycines, many of which have main-
chain torsion angles not allowed for amino acid residues with
side chains. In addition, only two different amino acid residues
are found at positions 68,94, 123, 152, 193,207,223 and 229,
while three different residues occur at positions 69, 153, 168,
177, 179, 187, 20 I, 205, 213 and 227. In general, the residues
of the two internal helices hC (64 -72) and hF (220 - 236) are
the most highly conserved in all subtilases. These conserved
sequences are most suitable for database searches for new family
members (see Materials and methods).
When only class I subtilases are considered we find no
additional conserved residues. On the other hand, the class II
subtilases are more highly conserved and contain a total of 58
invariant residues. Protein engineering of these highly conserved
SCR residues may lead to major structural alterations of the
framework core and concomitant loss of stability and activity.
At numerous other positions in the SCRs there is a distinct
conservation of physical properties of side chains, such as size,
polar/nonpolar, aromatic (Figure 3); charge conservation is less
frequent (see also below). For instance, this applies to the
amphipathic helices hA, hB, hD, hE and hG, in which a
tremendous sequence variability is allowed as long as the
amphiphilic character remains intact. Engineering of these
variable SCR residues is a better choice, and one should take
account, or make use of these types of side-chain requirements.
Active site
All sequences contain the essential catalytic triad residues D32,
H64 and S221. Moreover, the most highly conserved amino acid
sequences, as shown in the consensus sequence at the bottom
of Figure 3, occur around these active site residues, namely
segments 28-35, 62-74 and 218-233. In addition, all
sequences but one contain N155 (in a conserved segment
152-155), that helps to stabilize the oxyanion generated in the
tetrahedral transition state (Carter and Wells, 1990). The only
Fig. 6. A schematic representation of the secondary structural topology of
subtilases, with a-helices shown as cylinders and β-sheet strands as arrows.
Solid lines indicate the conserved regions (SCRs) in all subtilases, and
dashed lines the variable regions (VRs). Approximate locations of the Cal-,
Ca2- and Ca3-binding sites are indicated, as are the catalytic triad residues
(*).
accepted substitution here is N 155D, as is found in HSIPC2,
although the effect of this substitution on the catalytic efficiency
of this putative protease has yet to be determined (Smeekens and
Steiner, 1990).
Variable regions (VRs)
Table IV lists the positions and lengths of VRs in the subtilase
family. Essentially the VRs comprise all the connections between
conserved elements of secondary structure, as shown
schematically in Figure 6. The VRs are generally located in loops
on the surface of the molecule, allowing for variation in length
and amino acid sequence. These VRs range in length from a
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Table III. Highly conserved residues in subtilases
Position Conserved Alternative
residue residue
23 G R (1x)
32 D
34 G A (1x)
39 H N (2x)
64 H
65 G
66 T M,S (1x)
70 G
83 G T (1x)
125 S
127 G
146 G D,N (1x)
154 G





Table IV. Positions and lengths of the variable regions (VR) in subtilases
VR Position Residue length (x)
min. max. longest
N x-5 3 ≥22 BSISPI
I 12-x-22 8 20 MMPPC3, HSIPC2
2 25-x-26 0 1 YLXPR2
3 36-x-38 0 I various
4 42-x-47 4 37 SPSCPA
5 49-x-62 8 17 various
6 74-x-83 -I 13 SPSCPA
7 97-x-102 -2 5 LLSK11
8 116-x-120 0 IS SCPRBI
9 129-x-133 2 52 SMEXSP
10 144-x-146 1 6 various
II 157-x-166 4 24 SEEPIP
12 172-x-174 0 5 YLXPR2
13 182-x-183 0 151 LLSKII
14 191-x-196 4 10 YLXPR2
IS 203-x-204 0 22 SEEPIP
16 2 10-x-21 1 0 22 SMEXSP
17 217-x-218 0 I BSBPF
18 236-x-243 4 21 LLSKII
19 253-x-266 12 28 HSIPC2
C 269-x 2 1270 LLSKI1
single residue insertion or deletion (relative to our reference
subtilisin BPN'), to a maximal deletion of nine residues and an
insertion of lSI residues. Sequence identity or homology is also
apparent in some VRs, particularly within class I, class I-E or
class II subtilases.
Protein engineering of the VRs should present few limitations,
and allows for variations of several properties of the enzyme with
retention of the structural framework of the core. Some
suggestions could be (i) to aim to increase thermal stability by
modifying or shortening certain VRs to remove known
autoproteolysis sites (e.g. VR11; Kim et al., 1990), (ii) to
introduce, alter or remove loops involved in binding of Ca2+
ions (e.g. VR5, VR6), and (iii) to alter loop sequence and/or
length to affect catalytic activity and/or specificity (e.g. VR7).
A further description of some of these examples follows below.
Homology modelling strategy
Model building of the three-dimensional structure of a protein
from several homologous proteins of known structure is done
in several steps; for details see, for example, Sutcliffe et al.
(1987a, 1987b) and Greer (1981, 1990). In the first step the three-
dimensional framework, or SCRs, for the family is defined. This
provides the basis for modelling the protein backbone. In subse-
quent steps the VRs and side chains are modelled and energy
minimized.
In the present case of the subtilases we have already defined
the SCRs above. The following step could be to calculate an
average framework (Blundell et at., 1990) from the main-chain
atom coordinates in SCRs of the four known three-dimensional
structures. Alternatively, one could use the SCR main-chain
coordinates from any of the individual known structures. In the
latter case, the most related or homologous structure is preferably
used, which can be found by inspection of the family tree (Figure
4).
Modelling of all class II subtilases should be based on the
structure of proteinase K (TAPROK). Besides the SCRs, many
of the VRs of TAPROK can be included in the model, since the
VR lengths are often identical and the sequences reasonably
homologous (e.g. VR4, VR6, VR9, VR10, VR11). In other VRs
modelling of short insertions or deletions is required; the largest
deletion is five residues (VR8) and the largest insertion 13
residues (VRI8). The latter should pose problems, because large
insertions are most difficult, if not impossible, to reliably predict
for obvious reasons. In general, it should be possible to construct
reasonably reliable models of all class II subtilases.
Modelling of class I subtilases can be based on the extended
core of thermitase or either of the subtilisins BPN' and Carlsberg.
In many cases the appropriate VRs from the known structure
can be included in the model, particularly for most of the Bacillus
proteases which have very few insertions or deletions (with the
exception of BSBPF). On the other hand, in the other class I
subtilases many VRs may prove extremely difficult to model,
since very large insertions are observed in most of them. The
most extreme example is LLSK11 which includes insertions of
30 (VR4) , 14 (VR11), 151 (VR13) and 15 residues (VR18)
compared with subtilisin, almost doubling the size of the catalytic
domain.
Unique insertions and/or sequences in VRs are found in all
class I-E subtilases, and these are quite conserved (e.g. VR4,
VR5, VR9, VR10, VR11, VR14, VR19). It would be extremely
helpful for modelling purposes to determine the three-dimensional
structure of one of these unique class I-E subtilases, particularly
since there is such a current interest in the biological function
of these prohormone convertases.
Protein-engineering strategy
An extensive literature on engineering of subtilisin BPN' has
appeared in recent years, partly summarized by Wells and Estell
(1988). This engineering information, in combination with the
sequence alignments and homology modelling described above,
provides the basis for developing a protein-engineering strategy
aimed at altering various catalytic and structural properties of
any of the subtilases. Some examples will now be given.
Substrate specificity and catalysis
Residues that are in contact with substrate or inhibitor in
thermitase, proteinase K, and subtilisins BPN' and Carlsberg have
been identified from crystal structures and modelling of
enzyme-inhibitor complexes (Hirono et at., 1984; McPhalen
et at., 1985; Betzel et at., 1988a; McPhalen and James, 1988;
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Table V. Enzyme - substrate interactions in subtilases
Substrate Subtilase residue
residue Conserved Variable
P6 104. 128. 129, 130
P5 G127 102, 103, 104, 128
P4 GI27 96, 100, 101. 102, 103, 104,
107, 126, 128
P3 Gl27 100, 101, 126
P2 H64, SI25 33, 96, 100
PI H64, S125. G127, G154, 126, 152, 156, 166, 169
N155, G219, T220, S221
PI' H64, N155, S221 217, 218
P2' NI55 189, 218, 219
P3' H64 62, 209, 217
Substrate residue nomenclature is according to Schechter and Berger (1967),
where the scissile peptide bond is between the PI and PI' substrate
residues.
This table is based on known and modelled enzyme interactions with the
following polypeptide segments:
Inhibitors: -P6 -P5 -P4 -P3 -P2 -PI -PI' -P2' -P3'-
eg1in-c - G - S - P - v - T - L - D L - R -
chymotrypsin inhibitor -2 - G - T - I - V - T - M - E - Y - R -
Strept.subti1isin inhibitor - D - V - M - C - P - M - V - Y - D -
Substrates: F - A - A - Y - L - L
SuC- A - A - P - F -pNa
Gros et al., 1989a,b), enzyme-substrate complexes (Robertus
et at., 1972; Wells et al., 1987a) and from protein engineering
of subtilisin BPN' (Estell et at., 1986; Russell and Fersht, 1987;
Russell et at., 1987; Wells et at., 1987a,b). The enzyme residues
known to interact with substrate or inhibitor residues P6 to P3'
are summarized in Table V; we have divided these enzyme
residues into those invariant and those variable in all known
subtilase sequences (see Figure 3). Main-chain and/or side-chain
interactions between enzyme and substrate (or inhibitor) occur;
details of possible hydrogen bonding, hydrophobic and
electrostatic interactions can be found in the references above.
In general, the binding site can be described as a surface
channel or crevice capable of accommodating at least six amino
acid residues (P4 - P2') of a polypeptide substrate (or inhibitor),
The N-terminal or P4 - P I specificity side of the substrate lines
up between the extended enzyme backbone segments 100 - 103
and 125 - 128, forming the central strand of a three-stranded
antiparallel β-sheet (McPhalen and James, 1988). The C-terminal
or leaving portion PI' - P3' of the substrate appears to be held
less tightly as it runs along the enzyme backbone segment
217-219.
Substrate binding is predominantly determined by the binding
of the PI and P4 residues in two pockets or clefts on either side
of the backbone strand 125 - 128. The two sides of the P I cleft
are formed by the backbone segments 125 -128 and 152 -155,
while the segment 166-169 forms the bottom of the cleft. The
P4 pocket, between the strands 101-104 and 126-128, is lined
with hydrophobic side chains, i.e. residues 96, 104, 107 and 126
(Wells and Estell, 1988). In subtilisins and thermitase both
pockets are large and hydrophobic, which explains the broad
specificity of these enzymes with a preference for aromatic or
large nonpolar PI and P4 substrate residues. We propose that
variations in the substrate specificity of naturally occurring sub-
tilases should be due to (and can be modified by) modulation
of the variable residues in Table V, and in the first place those
residues whose side chains interact with PI and P4 substrate
residues.
Engineering studies of subtilisin BPN' have demonstrated that
PI specificity can be dramatically modulated by substitutions of
GI66 at the bottom of the PI cleft (Estell etal., 1986; Wells
et at., 1987a,b). In addition, charged substitutions at positions
166 or 156 (at the PI cleft entrance) shift the specificity to
oppositely charged P I residues (Wells et al., 1987b). When we
examine the position 166 in wild-type subtilases, we see that on-
ly YLXPR2 and SEEPIP have a negatively charged side chain
(Asp); in addition they both contain a negatively charged Asp
residue at position 156. This suggests that both enzymes should
have a PI specificity for positively charged residues, as was found
for YLXPR2 (Ogrydziak, 1988). The only positively charged
166 residue found is a His in EFCYLA, suggesting a preference
for negative P I residues at low pH. In all other subtilases we
find that at position 166 rather small, uncharged side chains (G,
A, S, T, N) predominate, while at position 156 a side chain with
negative charge or a hydroxyl group (D, E, S, T) is most
commonly observed. Positive charges do not occur at position
156. Proteinase K and several related class II subtilases have a
Tyr at position 166 (Figure 3), but since it is rotated away, the
PI cleft remains wide and hydrophobic (Betzel et at., 1988a,b,c).
This explains why proteinase K also has a broad PI specificity
with a slight preference for aromatic and hydrophobic residues.
In the P4 pocket, we find that hydrophobic side chains are
generally conserved in wild-type subtilases, i.e. 96(L,F), 107
(l,V) and 126(L,W). Residue 104 at the pocket entrance
varies considerably, from hydrophobic (Y,A,L) to hydrophilic
(T,S,N,D), and this exposed residue is known to exhibit
conformational flexibility in mutant subtilisins (McPhalen and
James, 1988).
Additional enzyme - substrate interactions to those listed in
Table V are to be expected in cases where side chains of enzyme
and/or substrate differ from those in the known three-dimensional
structures. For instance, since Gly residues are conserved at
positions 100, 102 and 128 in all known three-dimensional
structures, the possible contribution of other side chains at these
positions to substrate binding is unknown. Furthermore, it has
been argued that charged residues in lactococcal proteinases at
positions 101 and 129, facing outward on opposite sides of the
binding crevice, determine the specificity for substrates with
charged P3 or P4 residues (Exterkate et at., 1991; Vos et al. ,
1991).
The high specificity of class I-E subtilases for paired basic
residues, i.e. Arg/Lys at P2 and Arg at PI, may be facilitated
by a high density of negative charge at the substrate-binding face
(van de Ven et al., 1990). This modelling study predicts that the
(semi-) conserved residues D33, D61, D97, D104, E107, D130,
D 131, D 161, D 165 and D209 in class 1-E subtilases are all in
or near the substrate-binding region, and specific electrostatic
interactions may occur with the positively charged P2 (e.g. with
D33, D97) and PI residues (e.g. with D165).
Finally, substitutions at position 31, next to the active-site
residue D32, are known to markedly affect catalytic activity
(Takagi et al., 1988). Branched chain hydrophobic residues were
found to be essential for activity, in the order L > I > V. Indeed,
the only exception to this rule in wild-type subtilases is M31 in
HSIPC2.
Oxidative stability
Chemical oxidation can be a significant source of enzyme
inactivation, particularly for enzymes which function extra-
cellularly. Oxidative stability can be improved by replacement
of oxidatively sensitive residues, mainly cysteine and methionine,
particularly those near the active site.
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Table VI. Cysteine residues (C) and disulphides (•. known; • predicted)
in subtilases





residue RIA 3 2 I 1 1 2 R R P A A A K R T 1 2
*Residues 117[ + II] and 131[+ I].
Filled circles and double connecting lines represent known S-S bonds in
proteinase K (TAPROK), aqualysin (TAAQUA) and Dichelobacter protease
(DNEBPR).
Open circles and single connecting lines represent predicted S-S bonds.
In subtilisin BPN' the residues M124 and M222, both near
the active site, are susceptible to oxidation by hydrogen peroxide;
the bulky sulphoxide derivative near the catalytic site leads to
a reduction of enzyme activity (Estell et al., 1985). Protein-
engineering studies showed that the best alternatives for M222
are the non-oxidizable residues Ala, Ser and Leu; this led to
mutant subtilisins with retention of 12- 53 % activity and
complete resistance to oxidation (Estell et al., 1985). Such a
mutant M222A (and G 195E) subtilisin called DurazymeR is
presently used in a commercial detergent (Riisgaard, 1990).
Figure 3 shows that M222 is most common in wild-type
subtilases. Natural variants are L222 (in EFCYLA), Q222 (in
BSEPR), S222 (in AVPRCA) and indeed most frequently A222,
found exclusively in class I-E subtilases. Interestingly, in the latter
case A 124 is the alternative for the other susceptible residue
M124. Other natural variants of M124 are Leu, Phe, Val, Asn
and Cys. Although C124 appears to be less suitable, since it is
also oxidizable, all other natural variants should have improved
oxidative stability.
Thermal stability: disulphides and cysteine residues
Disulphide bridges contribute to the overall stability of a protein,
and the introduction of new S-S bonds can enhance the thermal
stability, as demonstrated in, for example, phage T4 lysozyme
(Masazumi et al., 1989). Table VI shows all naturally occurring
Cys residues in the catalytic domain of subtilases. The six
disulphide bonds identified to date, as indicated by the double
lines and filled circles in Table VI, are 27 -117[ + 11] and
175 - 247 in proteinase K (TAPROK; Betzel et al., 1988a,b,c),
61-98 and 163-195 in aqualysin (TAAQUA; Kwon etal.,
1988), both highly thermostable enzymes, and 53 -100 and
131[+ 1]-171 in Dichelobacter protease (DNEBPR; A.Kortt
et al., personal communication).
Based on sequence homology (Figure 3), we predict that (i)
the two disulphides of TAPROK also occur in the fungal enzymes
TAPROR and TAPROT, (ii) the two disulphides of TAAQUA
also occur in the bacterial enzymes VAPROA and TRT41A, (iii)
the 163 - 195 S-S bond connecting the loops VR 10 and VR 13
should also occur in the yeast enzymes SCPRB1 and YLXPR2,
and (iv) the two disulphides of DNEBPR also occur in XCEXPR
at equivalent positions (Table VI).
Based on the known three-dimensional structures (Figure 1),
together with the sequence alignment, we predict that four other
natural S-S bonds may occur, as indicated by single connecting
lines in Table VI. A nearly equivalent 163-193 (or 164-193)
S-S bond to the 163 -195 bond in aqualysin may occur in the
class I-E subtilases. The uncertainty lies both in the fact that the
C163 and CI64 are almost adjacent, and in the fact that, although
the VRIO and VR13 loops are close together, they differ
somewhat in length compared with aqualysin. Another disulphide
bond 80-213 may occur in all class I-E subtilases, as the residues
C80 and C213 should also be close together in adjacent loops.
Finally, an exceptional case is the cyanobacterial protease
(AVPRCA), since five of its eight Cys residues are unique in
their position compared with the other subtilases; the Cys residues
predicted to be close enough together to form S-S bonds in AV-
PRCA are C68-C224 and CI98-C254; the 68-224 disulphide
would be buried directly under the active site.
All the remaining Cys residues in Table VI should not form
S-S bonds, because they are either single (e.g. C68 in TVTHER,
TAPROK, TAPROR and SCPRB1) or predicted to be too far
removed from another Cys residue. The residues C68, C124 and
C224 are internal and poorly accessible (Appendix A).
Cys residues are extremely rare in subtilases from Gram-
positive bacteria and disulphides do not occur: only one Cys is
found in TVTHER and two Cys residues located quite far apart
topologically in BSISP 1, an intracellular subtilase. This is a
general feature of extracellular enzymes in Gram-positive
bacteria. All other enzymes, with the exception of AOALPR and
ACALPR, contain two to eight Cys residues which can
presumably form a maximum of two disulphide bonds (Table VI).
Numerous attempts have been made, generally with little
success, to increase the thermostability of subtilisins by the
introduction of S-S bonds. Mutants with single disulphide bonds
22-87, 24-87, 25-232, 29-119, 36-210, 41-80 or
148 - 243 did not substantially improve stability (Katz and
Kossiakoff, 1986, 1990; Wells and Powers, 1986; Pantoliano
et al., 1987; Mitchinson and Wells, 1989). However, none of
these engineered disulphides corresponds to any of the (predicted)
naturally occurring ones (Table VI). The only successful attempt
was the introduction of the 61-98 S-S bond of aqualysin into
subtilisin, thereby improving the thermal stability by 4.5°C
(Takagi et al., 1990). In the same study an attempt to introduce
a 161-195 disulphide (rather than the natural 163-195 bond
in aqualysin) was not successful; the Cys residues did not form
an S-S bond.
A computer prediction of the energetically and stereochemically
most acceptable sites for introduction of disulphides in subtilisin,
under the assumption that no conformational changes occur,
produced numerous possibilities (Hazes and Dijkstra, 1988). Only
one of these predictions, 163-193, may correspond to a naturally
occurring disulphide, as argued above.
We anticipate that introduction of one or more of the six known
naturally occurring S-S bonds, summarized in Table VI, may
be more successful in improving thermal stability.
Thermal stability: Ca2+-binding sites
Binding of Ca2+ ions at specific sites, often in external loops,
increases the stability of many proteases by reducing the flexibility
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of the molecule and hence the denaturation and/or autolysis rate.
Three Ca2+-binding sites have been identified in the four known
three-dimensional structures (McPhalen and James, 1988;
Briedigkeit and Frommel, 1989; Gros et at., 1989a; Gros, 1990):
two high-affinity sites, Cal and Ca2, of about equal strength
(Kdiss ≈ 10-10 M), and a low-affinity site Ca3 (Kdiss 10-4 to
10-7 M). Thermitase has all three Ca2+ -binding sites,
the subtilisins have Cal and Ca3, and proteinase K has only Ca3.
The occupancy of these sites depends on the calcium ion
concentration in solution. The Cal site is the only one still fully
occupied at 0 mM CaCl2 (Gros et at., 1991), while the Ca3 site
is occupied by a Na+ or K+ ion at low Ca2+ concentration.
Based on sequence homology (Figure 3) and the known ligands
of Ca2+ at these sites, we can now predict Ca2+-binding sites
in all of the other subtilases (Table VII). Cal and Ca2 sites, both
in external loops, are relatively easy to predict since many side-
chain carbonyl and/or carboxyl oxygens are required. The Cal
site should be present in nearly all of the class I subtilases, but
not in SEEPIP or EFCYLA and not in any of the class II
subtilases, since they all lack the essential loop 76- 81. The Ca2
site should definitely be present in at least five other subtilases
than thermitase (viz. BSISP1, LLSK11 , HSFURI, KLKEX1 and
VAPROA), but in none of the class I-S subtilases (subtilisin
branch). Various other candidates for Cal and Ca2 sites lack one
or two side-chain ligands, but these may be provided by adjacent
residues. In these cases Ca2+ binding may be strengthened
through protein engineering by introducing Asp or Asn residues
at the appropriate positions. For instance, an N76D substitution
in subtilisin BPN' improved the stability, presumably by
strengthening Cal binding (Pantoliano et at., 1989). It should
even be possible to introduce the high-affinity Ca2 site into the
class I-S and most of the class II subtilases.
The weak Ca3 site is difficult to predict since it has only two
side-chain ligands, both from D197 in thermitase. The mutation
D197E weakens or abolishes Ca2+ binding (Pantoliano et at.,
1988) and this substitution is found naturally in five subtilases,
including subtilisin Carlsberg. However, this Ca3 site can be
strengthened by the introduction of negatively charged side chains
in the vicinity of the bound Ca2+, e.g. G131D and/or P172D;
the strongest Ca2+ binding at the Ca3 site was achieved by
introducing the combination of D 131, D 172 and D 197
(Pantoliano et al., 1988). Therefore we have used as a criterion
for the prediction of binding at Ca3 either the presence of D 197,
or of a combination of E197 with D131 and/or D172.
Additional Ca2+-binding sites, not present in thermitase or in
the subtilisins, may occur in the subtilases with insertions in VRs.
Indeed many of these VRs are rich in Asp, Asn and Glu residues
which could provide side-chain ligands.
Charged residues and ionic interactions
Charge is conserved at very few positions in all subtilases, and
in fact only the positive charge on residue 94(K/R) and the
negative charges on residues D32 (active site) and 41(D/E) are
invariable. In class II subtilases charge is also totally conserved
at R42, D60 and 0197.
A number of ionic interactions has been located in subtilisin
BPN' and thermitase (Teplyakov et al., 1990), and in proteinase
K (Betzel et at., 1988a,b,c, 1990). Very few of these are
conserved amongst the four known structures (Table VIII). A
search for such interacting charged residues at topologically
equivalent positions in other subtilases indicates that their
occurrence may be rather low, as shown in Table VIII, with the
exception of the salt bridges that stabilize the Ca2 site (49-94,
52 - 94) and the Ca3 site (197 - 247). This finding is in agreement
with observations in other protein families that conservation of
ion-pairs is low, unless they have more specific functions to
perform (Barlow and Thornton, 1983).
Introduction of ionic interactions, such as those in Table VIII,
through protein engineering, may improve enzyme stability
towards denaturants, alkaline pH or high temperature. The
stabilizing mutation K213R (Cunningham and Wells, 1987)
occurs only three times in natural sequences, while the
destabilizing mutation K170E is not found at all (Figure 3).
Aromatic residues and interactions
Aromatic residues are moderately well conserved in all subtilases
only at positions 6, 50, 113 and 189. Far more aromatic side
chains are totally conserved in the class II subtilases: W6, Y15,
Y29, F42, Y82, 113, 189 and 192.
Clustered aromatic residues, with potential interactions between
them (Table VIII) have been located in thermitase (Teplyakov
et al., 1990). From the sequence alignment we predict that few
Table VII. Ca2+ -binding sites in subtilases
Class Acronym Cal Ca2 Ca3








BSISPI ? 0 O


























•, known Ca2+-binding sites from X-ray structures; 0 probable binding
sites from sequence homology; ? uncertain binding sites; - no binding
site.
Known main chain (m) and side chain (s) ligands for the Ca2+ ions from
the X-ray structures are:
Cal: 2QID(s}, 4ID(s,2x}, 75(m}, 77NID(s}, 79(m}. 81(m}.
Ca2: 49D/N(s}, 52D/N(s}, 54D(s,2x}, 56(m}, 58Q(s}, H20(1x}, and
stabilized by 94R(s}.
Ca3: 194(m}, 197D(s,2x}, H20(4x}.
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of the listed aromatic interactions are conserved in other
subtilases, with the exception of the cluster at residues 48, 50,
91 and 113. Nevertheless, the introduction of aromatic residues
at appropriate positions may enhance stability, as has been
demonstrated for the M50F mutant of subtilisin BPN'
(Cunningham and Wells, 1987; Pantoliano et aI., 1989).
Random mutants
Through random mutagenesis studies several point mutants of
subtilisin BPN' have been identified with either enhanced thermal
stability, i.e. S53T, A116E, L126I, S188P, Q206C, N218S,
T254A and others (Bryan et aI., 1986; Rollence et al., 1988),
or enhanced alkaline stability, i.e. M50F, I107V and K213R
(Cunningham and Wells, 1987). Combinations of these stabilizing
mutations lead to a nearly additive increase in ΔG of unfolding.
The substitution N218S increases thermostability by 4°C, due
to slightly improved hydrogen bonding.
In the natural subtilases, S218 occurs most frequently, and
N218 and T218 are the main alternatives (Figure 3). Interestingly,
the thermostable enzyme aqualysin (TAAQUA) has retained the
less favourable N218. At position 254 Ala is already the most
frequently occurring residue, while at 107 both Ile and Val occur
often. On the other hand, P188 is found only three times, the
variants T53, E116 and I126 only once, and C206 does not occur
at all.
Discussion
In the present study we have first defined the structurally
conserved regions (SCRs) or three-dimensional framework of the
catalytic domain of all subtilases, the family of subtilisin-like
serine proteases. This framework contains 191 residues and, as
shown schematically in Figure 6, consists in essence of an internal
core of seven parallel β-sheet strands (el-e7) and two buried
helices (hC and hF), surrounded by five amphipathic helices (hA,
hD, hE, hG and hH) and two anti-parallel β-sheet strands (e8
and e9). From the amino acid sequence alignment of 35 members
of the subtilase family (Figure 3) we have identified the SCRs
in each of these proteases. This knowledge provides the basis
for building a three-dimensional model of any of the subtilases.
Crude models of lactococcal proteinase LLSK II (Vos et al. ,
1991) and the class I-E subtilases, notably furin (van de Ven
et al., 1990) have been proposed using these data.
Subsequent steps in homology modelling are to predict the
conformations of connecting backbone segments (VRs) between
these secondary structure elements, and then the conformations
Table VIII. Ionic and aromatic interactions in subtilases
Interacting Class I Class II Type of
residues BASBPN BLSCAR TVTHER Other TAPROK Other interaction
Ionic:
10-184 K-D I R-D 7 hA-t10
87- 22 K-E 3 0-
94- 49 R-D 10 3 Ca2 stability
94- 52 R-D 9 2 Ca2 stability
136-140 K-D K-D 5 I hE-hE
141-112 K-E 5 R-D I hD-hE
145-116 K-D 0 0 hD-hE
170- 195 K-E K-E 3 0 t8-t12
185- 181 3 R-D 2
247-197 R-D R-E R-D II I Ca3 stability-
247-251 R-E R-E I 0 hG-hG
267-184 R-D I 0
267-255 R-D I 0
272-255 K-D I 0
Aromatic:
4-206 Y-Y 0 0 Nterm-e8-
4-214 Y-Y 2 0 Nterm-e9
4[ +1]- 17 F-W 10 0 Nterm-hB
48- 50 W-F 6 I
48- 113 W-Y 4 5 e2-hD
50-113 F-W F-Y 7 Y-F 4 e2-hD
91 - 113 Y-W Y-W 6 F-F 3 e3-hD
167 - 170 Y-Y I 0
167 -171 Y-Y Y-Y Y-Y 8 0
171-195 Y-W 0 0 t9-t12--
192-262 Y-Y I I
261 -262 F-Y F-Y 2 0-
262-263 Y-Y Y-Y Y-W 3 0
Underlined interactions are known. and from these all other interactions are predicted at topologically equivalent positions. 'Other· indicates the number of
other subtilases in which the interaction is predicted.
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of side chains. Depending on whether the unknown subtilase
belongs to class I or class II, the relevant information for these
predictions can be obtained from the most similar known
structure. For instance, since class II subtilases have relatively
high sequence homology and low variation in the VR lengths,
their model structures can be derived directly from the proteinase
K structure. On the other hand, many of the class I subtilases
have numerous inserts in the VRs, which make it impossible to
model build them entirely from structural homology.
The most remarkable catalytic domains in terms of size are
those of SPSCPA and LLSK11, which have 216 and 238
additional residues respectively, inserted in various VRs. The
single inserts of 134 and 151 residues respectively, in VR13 are
even large enough to be considered as separate (sub)domains.
Protein folding is evidently not greatly affected by such large
inserts, since the framework secondary structure elements are
still able to find each other, despite the fact that they are now
much farther apart in the primary sequence. It is also interesting
to note that in the lactococcal proteinases (LLSK11 and variants)
a much higher frequency of natural point mutations is found in
the large insert VR13 than in the SCRs of the catalytic domain
(Vos et al., 1991). This implies that the large insert is under less
evolutionary pressure for conservation of structure and function.
However, the function of such large inserts and their evolutionary
significance remains unclear.
Large inserts such as these found in subtilases have also been
observed in other protein families, such as the aminoacyl-tRNA
synthetases (Burbaum et al., 1990). Protein-engineering studies
have demonstrated that, at least in some proteins, large insertions
or deletions can be made in surface loops without severely
affecting protein function or stability (Kuipers et al., 1989;
Burbaum et al., 1990; P.Vos et al., in preparation). This
phenomenon can be exploited by grafting loops or even domains
with known properties, such as substrate or metal-ion-binding
sites, into VRs of subtilases. A recent example of this type of
protein engineering is the grafting of a Ca-binding loop of
thermolysin into Bacillus subtilis neutral protease (Toma et al. ,
1991).
Next, to be able to predict which residues in each of the
subtilases contribute to catalytic activity, substrate binding and
structural stability, we have combined information on sequence
homology with the known interactions in the three-dimensional
structures of our four reference proteins. This knowledge
provides the basis for developing a protein-engineering strategy
to modify one or more of the properties of these subtilases. After
a brief review of the numerous engineering studies performed
to date on subtilisin, we have provided similar and new
suggestions for protein engineering of the other subtilases.
Important targets for engineering are the industrial proteases,
and in particular the extracellular subtilases of Bacillus and
Tritirachium used in detergent formulations, and those from
Lactococcus and Aspergillus used in food processing. Main goals
of protein engineering should be first to tailor the stability of these
subtilases to withstand the often harsh industrial conditions of
either temperature, pH, pressure, salinity, oxidizing agents or
detergents, and secondly to obtain optimal substrate specificity
and catalytic activity of these enzymes in specific environments.
In terms of stability, several other factors than the numerous
hydrogen bonds and hydrophobic interactions may contribute to
overall stability, such as Ca2+ ion binding, disulphide bonds,
ionic and aromatic interactions. Clearly, different choices have
been made during natural evolution of these subtilases to obtain
the proper balance between activity and stability under various
environmental conditions. In the thermostable enzymes proteinase
K and aqualysin, the two S-S bonds in each structure appear to
be responsible for extra stability. On the other hand, in the
thermostable enzyme thermitase no S-S bonds are present, and
extra stability is apparently achieved by extensive ionic and
aromatic interactions, as well as binding of three Ca2+ ions
(Tables VI - VIII). By these criteria, the proteases of
Staphylococcus (SEEPIP), Aspergillus (AOALPR) and
Acremonium (ACALPR) should be the least stable, since they
are predicted to have only the weak Ca3 site and no S-S bonds.
In contrast, the class I-E subtilases should be very stable, as we
predict one or two S-S bonds in addition to the strong Ca I and
Ca2 sites.
It would appear that maximally two disulphide bonds are
naturally present in the other known subtilases. However, this
number could be increased by engineering of cysteines at
appropriate sites as suggested (Table VI). All three known
Ca2+ -binding sites in TVTHER are predicted to occur only in
LLSK11 and possibly in BSISP1 (Table VII). The other subtilases
may be further stabilized by the introduction of the missing Ca-
binding sites, either by the suggested simple point mutations or
by grafting of an entire Ca-binding loop. In general, stabilizing
effects of single point mutations in subtilisin have been found
to be additive (Rollence et al., 1988; Pantoliano et al., 1989).
However, one should remember that several natural
compensatory substitutions are known in subtilisins (McPhalen
and James, 1988), for instance to occupy equivalent internal
volumes. This compensatory effect must be taken into
consideration in engineering strategy. Furthermore, one must
consider that the selection or engineering for high stability can
be offset by a lowered activity of the mutant protease.
In terms of substrate specificity and catalytic activity, we have
identified the conserved as well as variable residues involved in
substrate binding (Table V). Any variation in specificity of natural
subtilases is most likely due to modulation of these variable
residues. Engineering studies have demonstrated that the
specificity of one subtilase can be completely transferred to a
related subtilase by a very limited number of amino acid
replacements (Wells et al., 1987a; Vos et al., 1991). We have
provided a hypothesis for the high specificity for Arg/Lys PI
residues of some subtilases, and for the specificity for paired basic
residues in the prohormone convertases (van de Ven et aI., 1990).
We propose that substrate specificity may not only be modulated
by natural variations in the amino acid sequence of segment
96-104, but also by variations in the length of this exposed loop
(VR7). Indeed, deletion of residues 97 -101 in BLSCAR
abolishes activity (Schülein et al., 1991) and our own engineering
studies of LLSK11 have demonstrated that deletions, insertions
and point mutations in this loop can alter specificity and catalytic
activity (P.Vos, I.van Alan-Boerrigter, P.Bruinenberg, F.A.
Exterkate, M.Nijhuis, W.M.de Vos and R.J.Siezen, in
preparation) .
Evidently there are numerous ways to modulate substrate
binding and specificity in subtilases by protein engineering. It
should be obvious though that since so many residues contribute
to substrate binding, it may be difficult in most cases to predict
the net effect of even a single point mutation in the binding region.
The family tree of the subtilase catalytic domains (Figure 4),
as deduced from the amino acid sequences, does not represent
the simple divergent evolution of a single gene. The ancestral
subtilase gene must have been present very early in evolution,
prior to the divergence of bacteria, archaea and eukaryotes
(Woese et al., 1990). Duplication of this ancestral subtilase gene,
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followed by an independent evolution, could explain the presence
of subtilases of both classes in Gram-negative bacteria and yeasts.
Further duplications must have taken place in later evolution,
since at least three distinctly different and specialized subtilases
are found in present-day species such as B.subtilis and man.
In some branches of the family tree the catalytic domain gene
was coupled to genes coding for different functions, most notably
membrane anchoring (Table I). In the class I-E subtilases this
fusion of domains took place prior to the divergence of lower
and higher eukaryotes, because considerable sequence homology
also exists in parts of their C-terminal extensions (van de Ven
et a!., 1990). Such an extended homology in C-terminal domains
also applies for the lactococcal (LLSK 11) and streptococcal
(SPSCPA) subtilases (R.J.Siezen and W.M.de Vos, in
preparation), but not for the related subtilases from Vibrio
(VAPROA) and Thermus (TAAQUA), nor for the multiple
subtilases from Bacillus (BSBPF, BSEPR). In the superfamily
of trypsin-like serine proteases additional domains have also been
added in several cases, both at the N- and C-terminal sides of
the catalytic domain, through an evolutionary process called exon
shuffling (Doolittle, 1985, 1989; Rogers, 1985; Irwin et a!.,
1988). This evolutionary gene or domain coupling process may
also apply to the subtilases, but the knowledge of gene
intron -exon structure in this family is presently limited to
HSFURI (van de Ven et a!., 1990), TAPROK (Gunkel and
Gassen, 1989), TAPROT (Samal et a!., 1989) and AOALPR
(Cheevadhanarah et al., 1991), and therefore insufficient for
analysis of exon shuffling.
Finally, the recent discovery by Tomkinson and Jonsson (1991)
of HSTPP, a subtilase family member with a modified function
(i.e. exopeptidase rather than endopeptidase) increases the
likelihood that subtilases with entirely different, possibly even
non-enzymatic functions may have evolved, as previously found
in other protein families (Maeda et al., 1984; Huber and Carrell,
1989; Doolittle, 1989).
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Modelling and engineering of subtilases
APPENDIX A:
Naturally and their characteristics, at topologically equivalent
positions in from sequences in Fig. 3 only.
res: residue number; C: subtilase class I or both classes (blank) ;
lOS: secondary structure (see Fig.2 and text); core: defined in Fig.2 and text; ace: average
Åso2,lve(+nt) 2ac0-ce40ssiÅ2,bili(+ty+) i>n40thÅ2e, fo(vur) rveerfyerevancrieasbltre;uCtinurvaesr': (to0)tal0 1yÅ2'inv(-a)ri0a-nt10 reÅ2s,id(+ue-)s (1010-200%
conserved) and in brackets semi-invariant residues (>80% conserved) ; main: main residues
observed at least four times, in order of decreasing frequency (underlined: >50%); other:
type or number of different residues observed 1-3 times, in decreasing order;
characteristics: see text for details.
observed res idues
re, e " core ace invar main other character istics2 I D,Q T,R Cal ligand (s)
5 +- P,Q
6 hA ++ W,Y N,E,A aromatic
7 hA G, Y,H 6
8 hA L,1 5 nonpolar
9 hA ++ S,A,D 10
10 hA R,N,Q 10
11 hA o I, V,T 4 nonpolar
12 ++ S,K,Q,o,N 5 polar
13 I hB 0 A, V 4
14 I hB ++ P 13
15 I h8 ++ A,K 9
16 I hB A,L, V S,D,M nonpolar
17 I h8 W,H,Q Y, P,N
21 Y, I 7,- nonpolar
22 T,K,A,D 4
23 o (GI G R abnormal tors. angles
24 tl ++ K, S,A,T 6 polar
25 tl ++ G,N D,H,K
26 V,T, I A,S
27 e1 ++ V,K,T 6 disulfide(to 117+[11})
28 e1 o V, I,A S nonpolar
29 e1 0 A, Y G,S,T nonpolar
30 e1 V,I L,S nonpolar
31 e1 0 I,V,L M nonpolar
32 e1 0 active site
33 I,S,D A,N polar
34 (GI G A abnormal tors. angles
35 I,V,L e,F nonpolar
36 D,E,N,L 6 polar
37 t2 + -, S,T,A 10
38 t2 ++ S,N,T,D 4 polar
39 (HI H N positive
40 t3 ++ P,E, T 8
41 t3 0 D,E A,N Cal ligand (s); negat i ve
42 L,F I,M,W nonpolar
43 v R,N,K,D 5 polar
44 e2 +- A,V, I, P 4 nonpolar
45 e2 ++ V,E,A,R,G 8
46 e2 + G,A 11
47 e2 + G,S 6
48 e2 ++ Y,A,K,F W,H, R
49 e2 D,S,N T,A,R Ca2 ligand (s)
50 F,A, Y S aromatic
51 I V,N, S 4
52 I ++ O,S,P 6 Ca2 ligand (s)
59 ++ Q,T,L,A 10 Cal ligand (s)
60 +- D,N 5 polar
61 ,1 ++ G,O,S 9 disulfide (to 98)
62 ,1 ++ N 9 polar
63 ,1 G 10
64 he H active site
65 he 0 G
66 he 0 (TI T M,S polar
67 he 0 H,R Q,L,A positive
68 he o y,c nonpolar
69 he 0 (A' A S,T
70 he o G
71 he I,E, I V,Q
72 he 0 LV A,M,L nonpolar
73 he A,G 3,-
74 0 A,G S,M, -
75 ++ L,K, V,N 6, - Cal ligand (m)
76 I ++ N,O, - 4
77 I ,2 ++ N 4,- Cal ligand (s)
78 I ,2 ++ S,G,N 4,-
79 I s2 ++ I,T 6,- Cal ligand (m)
80 I ,2 G,C 3,- disulfide (to 213)?
81 I V,G 6, - Cal ligand (m)
82 Y,L, V,A 6 nonpolar
83 0 (GI G T
84 s3 0 (VI y,I T,A nonpolar
85 s3 0 (AI A 5 nonpolar
86 t4 +- P,K, Y A, F
87 t4 ++ N,G,K, E, S A,D,Q polar
88 A, V,T S
89 e3 S, K,Q,N 4 polar
90 e3 L, I, V W,M nonpolar
91 e3 Y,L, V, I 7 nonpolar
92 e3 A,G,P 4
93 e3 V,I M,Y,T nonpolar
94 e3 .!S,R salt bridge to D49,D53
95 0 y,M 4 nonpolar
96 +- L, F 3,- P4, P2 subst. binding (s)
97 ++ O,G,S 5,-
98 t5 ++ -,S,A 9 disulfide (to 61)
99 t5 ++ -,N, S,G 3
100 G 11,- P4,P3,P2 subst.binding
101 ++ S,D 7,- P4, P3 subst. binding
102 G 9,- P4, P3 subst. binding
103 ++ T,S,Q 6 polar
104 hO ++ Y, 0, T, L 7 P4 subst. binding
105 hO ++ S,A 6 polar
106 hO v O,G, S,W 6 P3 subst. binding
107 hO +- I, V,E 4 P4 subst .binding
108 hO A, I,L, V 4 nonpolar
109 hO ++ A,S,Q,D,N I,R,E polar
110 hD 0 G, S,A E
111 hD o I, L,M, F V,G nonpolar
112 hO ++ E,D, I 8
113 hD ++ W,Y, F,D L, H,Q aromatic
114 hD o A,V,S N,G,M nonpolar
115 hD + A, T, I, L, P 3,-
116 hD ++ N,Q,A 7,- polar
117 t6 ++ N, D, - 6
118 t6 G,K,N 9
119 M,A 5
120 e4 o ,H,A 7
121 e4 V, I A, T nonpolar
122 e4 I ,A, Y, V L nonpolar
123 e4 N,S polar
124 I1,A nonpolar
125 S P2,PI subst.binding
126 L,W' F, I ,G nonpolar; P4,p2 binding
127 ++ e P4,P3,Pl SUbst.binding
128 N, I, T
129 ++ 6
130 ++ 5,0, Y 8
131 S,G, D 4
132 v S 9
133 hE ++ T, S,O,A 7 polar
134 hE ++ A,L, S,T 7
135 hE L, V ,A 7 nonpolar
136 hE ++ K,D,E,N,Q 5 polar
137 hE ++ Q, K, S 7 polar
138 hE (AI A 4 nonpolar
139 hE 0 V, F, I 4 nonpolar
140 hE ++ N,o,A 9
141 hE ++ N,K, Y,R 7
142 hE 0 A,G 6
143 hE ++ V,T, Y 7
144 hE ++ S,A,N,E,K Q,T,R polar
145 t7 ++ S,K,A,Q,R 5 polar
146 t7 (e) G O,N
147 V ,1,5 5
148 e5 L, V, I 6 nonpolar
149 e5 V,F, I, Y 4 nonpolar
150 e5 0 V,A 4 nonpolar
151 e5 0 A, V, F,W 5 nonpolar
152 e5 (A' A,S PI subst.binding
153 A,S V
154 +- G PI subst.binding;abnor.φ,
155 ++ (NI N D oxyanion, Pl,Pl' binding
156 ++ O,E,G, S 4 PI subst. binding
157 v G,N A,S,O
166 v G, Y,S 5 Pl subst.binding
167 ++ Y,S 6 aromatic cluster
168 t8 P,T A
169 t8 A,N,G S,D Pl subst. binding
170 t8 ++ S,R,K,N 5 polar
171 + Y, I,A,E 5 aromatic cluster
172 t9 ++ A,P,S,D 8
173 t9 S,N,- 6
174 V,A,T 4
175 e6 I,L,M 4 nonpolar, disu 1 fide (247 )
176 e6 T,A, S I
177 e6 0 V, I T nonpolar
178 e6 0 G,A,S N,T
179 e6 0 A,S N
180 e6 0 T,V,I,A 4
181 v D,T,S 6 polar
182 tlO ++ S,Q 11 polar
183 tlO ++ N, S 8 polar
184 v D,G,N 5
185 ++ N,Q,K,A 7
186 ++ R,L 8
187 A,S,P
188 t11 ++ S 10
189 t11 ++ f,Y W,S aromatic
190 0 S A,D,T polar
191 N,E,S 5 polar
192 Y, F 8
193 G,C N disulfide (to 163/164)?
194 tl2 ++ S,A, P 7
195 t12 ++ E, V, S,C 7 disulfide (to 163)
196 V,L, I,T P, Y nonpolar
197 D,E,L 3 Ca3 ligand (s)
198 e7 V,I,L,A F,e nonpolar
199 e7 0 F,S,M,V,A T,L, Y nonpolar
200 e7 0 A,T G, F, S
201 e7 0 P,'1' F, I
202 0 G,S A
203 ,4 + S, V,T 6
204 s4 ++ S,N,D 4 polar
205 e8 I,V Y nonpolar
206 e8 ++ L, Y,Q 10
207 eB 0 (SI S,T polar
20B e8 0 I,A, S polar
209 e8 v W,Y,o,L,V S,Q, I
210 t13 + P,L, I, Y 7
211 t13 ++ G,N,D,S 6
212 tl3 ++ N,S,G 7 polar
213 e9 ++ C,T,G,A,S K,R, Y disulfide (to 8O)?
214 e9 ++ ItT S
215 e9 v A,N,G B
216 e9 ++ S,T 10 polar
217 e9 ++ L, I,H, Y 6 PI' subst. binding
218 ++ S,N,T 4 Pl' subst. binding
219 G PI sUbst.binding;abnor.φ,
220 hF T PI subst.binding
221 hF +- S active site
222 hF I1,A L,Q,S nonpolar; PI' binding
223 hF 0 (AI A,S
224 hF 0 T,A,S e,G
225 hF 0 P
226 hF H,L 4
227 hF 0 y,A I nonpolar
22B hF 0 A,S T,V
229 hF 0 (e) G A
230 hF 0 V,A, L, I M,S nonpolar
231 hF 0 A,L 8 nonpolar
232 hF 0 A 4
233 hF L, Y A, V nonpolar
234 hF L, I, V, Y 4 nonpolar
235 hF +- L,K,M Q, LA
236 hF + S,Q,E 5 polar
237 ++ A,K,L,R 7
239 ++ P 11
240 ++ S,N,T, - 6
242 ++ T,S 5 polar
243 hG +- P ,W,A,N 6
244 hG ++ S,A,O 5
245 hG ++ Q,O,E 6 polar
246 hG V,L, I,M,A T nonpolar
247 hG + R,Q,E,A 6 salt bridge;disulfide
248 hG ++ A,D,N,H 8
249 hG L,R, I 9
250 hG L, I 5 nonpolar
251 hG + V,K, I 9
252 hG ++ N,S,E 9 polar
253 hG T,s 6 polar
254 +- A,S 6
255 v T 10 polar
256 ++ K, P, Y 10
257 I ++ L, I 5 nonpolar
258 I G,N 10
262 I ++ 8
263 I 5 aromatic
264 I A, K





270 I hH nonpolar
271 I hM ++
272 I hH
273 I hH nonpolar
274 I hH
275 I ++
737
